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Pan American L'niwrsit~·, Edinburg, Texas

News Briefs PAUSA V-P Adair resigns
Kappa Sig 'Hot Legs' tonight

Ybarra recommends Attorney General Arevalo

•

The ··quest l<>r the best'· begins tonight
as Kappa Sigma\ "Hot Legs" contest get~
underway between 7:30 p.m. and midnight in the Snackbar.
Entries for the contest will be accepted
until 4 p.rn. Contestants may enter free
or charge. Forms may be picked up in UC
Ill.
As of Tuesday. Carlos Caceres. contestant director. said. " ... people from
Woman \ World. Men\ World. and McAllen athletic cluh have entered."
Abo entered arc members of the Intercollegiate Knight\. and Phi Kappa
Theta fraternity.
Contestants. will present a modeling
routine. and will he judged on the basis
or audience applause. style and originality.
There will he a male and female divi-

sion with the first place winner being
chosen by a panel of judges made up of
Mike Faber and Tana Sinclair of Channel 5. Bob Perry of KRGV and Rick
Mavillc. admissions counselor. said
Caceres.
Each first place winner will receive
550. All contestants wilr,.:ncive a complime ntary I-shirt.
The contest begins at 8:30 p.m. contestants should go to the Overflow room.
next to the Snackbar. at 7:30 p.m.
Music will be provided by KRIX and
·a '"jungle love" dance contest will be held
sometime during the evening Caceres
said.
Tickets arc $3. and may be purchased
today between 9 a.m. and midnight in
front of the Snackbar or from any Kappa Sig member.

Mid-East conflict discussed today
Beirut and the Mid-East Conflict will
bl! the topic discussed by Advisor to the
Minister or Information in Egypt Mr. Abdulalccm EI-Abyad today during activity period in the Business Auditorium .
After graduating from tPc Faculty of
Art, Department of English in Cairo
University, EI-Abyad joined the Middle
East News Agency in Kuwait. He later
joined the League of Arab States where
he was appointed as Press Officer in New
York. Washington and San Francisco.
then as Press Counselor in London.

In 1980. EI-Abyad joined the Egyptian
State Information Service and was appointed as Press Counselor to the Egyptian Mission to the U.S. He is currently
with the State Information Service in
Egypt where he holds the position of Advisor to the Minister of Information.
EI-Abyad has lectured extensively in
the U.S. and has written many articles for
different magazines and newspapers. His
articles and lectures concentrate mainly
on the Middle East situation and on the;
Arab-Israeli conflicts.

Gallery deadline March 18
The Monday after Spring Break is the
final deadline for students to submit any
creative work to the "Gallery". a student
literary magazine.
In order to get more student submissions. the deadline was extended to
March 18. This gives students the opportunity to use Spring Break to conclude
their work However. works do not need
to he from this semester.

Creative works may be short stones.
essays poetry. drawings or photographs.
Cash prizes will be awarded!
Gallery staff members will review all
entries and select those that will be
published .
Entries may be submitted in the CAS
Building, Room 266 or at the English
Department.
For more information call 381-3638.

Buns battle continues Monday
The grand prize of $100 is still up for
;rabs as the Battle of the Buns contest
enters the third round of competition.
Monday during Pan Am night at the Big
Apple in McAllen.
Students who think they can outclass
last week\ winners arc reminded to sign
up early for Monday's competition. Contestants can sign up at the door. The
deadline is 30 minutes before the show
starts at 11:30 p.m.
There is no entry fee, only a $2 cover
charge. Students with a PAU I. D., however can get get in for $1 plus get bar
drinh for only $1 also.
Weekly prizes arc awarded. including
cash and free movie passes. The grand

prize will be $100 for the top male and
female buns. Weekly winners are judgedby audience response, so contestants are
reminded to bring plenty of friends along.
A pair of tight jeans to show off your
assets are also recommended. The finals
on April Fools Days will be judged by
PAU faculty and local businessmen.
Previous winner include students Joe
Barragan, "The Bod"; Carlos G. Cantu. "Carlushie"; Estella Longoria, "Lady
Long Legs"; Aiva Trevino, "Champagne" and Jerry Rapp," "Colorado
Kid".
The Battle of the Buns, a tight jeans
contest. is spon~ored by Student Publications. "The Pub".

UCPC/AKPsi sponsor fashion show
University Center Program Council
(UCPC) and Alpha Kappa Psi (APKsi)
will be co-sponsoring the annual Fashion
Show. March 28 during activity period
in the University Center Ballroom .
According to Sonia del Angel. Coordinator of student activities. the theme
will be "Dress for Success."
"We'll be emphasizing dressing for intervil!ws and how to project a professional
image in the working world." she said.
"the show will also show college students
how to coordinate their wardrobe."
This is the first year UCPC and AKPsi
will be co-sponsoring the show. Both
organizations have previously sponsored
the activity but decided this year to work

together because they shared the same
idea for a theme.
There will be no fee for students
wishing to attend the fashion show.
Refreshments will be served.
Stores that will participate in the show
ate LCR Collectibles of Weslaco and
Dillard's of McAllen. Del Angel emphasized that the Fashion Show committees are still talking to other stores to encourage participation.
AKPsi and the UCPC fashion committees will meet today for their first join
meeting. Armando Cano, UCPC special
events chairman and Fernando Coronal
of AKPsi will serve as chaim1en for their
respective organizations.

The student association was left
without a vice-president for three days
this week following the resignation of
Vice President Virginia Adair. Adiar's
resignation. which officially took effect
last Friday was brought about because of
her need to fulfill her career goals as a
teacher.
With six weeks left before this year's
term ends. a new vice president will have
to be appointed. According to PAUSA
President Gumecindo Ybarra in a case
like this the president appoint the new
vice president. but the Senate's approval
is still needed.
Ybarra was to recommend Jose
Arevalo to replace Adair in a special
Senate meeting Wenesday evening after
this newspaper went ' to press .
Arevalo. a junior. has been active in
PAUSA since his freshman year and was
currently serving as Attorney General for
the organization.
"I received the opportunity in which
to get my foot in a door to teaching in
a certian district," said Adair.
The fact that she was chosen because
of her credentials over a certified teacher

\

.

\

Virginia Adair
· influenced Adair to take a teaching
posititon which would mean giving up
her position in PAUSA .
Accoridng to Adair. she resigned
because she now has a full time teaching
job and docs not have the time that is rcquried for someone of that position and
authority.
"I am not quiting out of selfishness. I
am resigning because they (PAUSA) need
someone who has the time." said Adair.
"I am resigning with them on mind."
Adair feels that hPr rPsi,mation will in

Spring Break revelry begins Sunday
Joe "King" Carrasco and Cheap Trick
arc Spring Break '85's headlining entc·rtainment this coming week on South
Padre Island.
Once again the Miller Brewing company and Hawaiian Tropic are presenting
sizzling concerts for Isla Blanca Park.
SPI. on March 10 and 15 all vacationing
students.
Carrasco and the Crowns promise to
get the noon Sunday. March 10 festivities
off to a great start with their will TexMex rock'n roll sound. The fun-loving
"King" and his off beat band, the
Crowns. will be prefonning for their third
time at Spring Break.

Double trouble will follow the beach
music concert in the form of guitarist
Stevie Ray Vaughn, drummer,... Mark

Layton and bassist Tommy Shannon.
trouble will provide even more excitement for the vacationing students as they
churn out their rock and blues sound with
a raw. cutting edge.

Vaughn was recently identified as "the
top electric guitarist in world. overtaking Eric Clapton who held the position
for five years," said Charles Comer.
publicist. Comer also pointed out that the
Valley will rock March 10 with the Grammy Award winner for "Best Blues Album
of the Year...
At noon on Friday, Cheap Trick w.ill
with no doubt crank out their greatest hit~
such as "I Want You to Want Me,"
"Dream, Police," and "She's Tight."
following the hard-p0p rock that Cheap
Trick will present. Malley Hatchet, the
heavy metal band's band. will perform.

'Horse

The cast !ix "Geography of a Horse
Dreamer" has tx;en selected and will start
rehearsing March 18 . in the Media
Theater.
Written by Snm Shepherd. "Geography
of a Horse Dreamer" will be directed by
Kem Logsdon . a senior drama student.
The cast "'ill be composed of Frank
Dnyno as Cody. Carl Estrada-Beujo.
Dan ArguiJo. Jr.- Santce. Ed Vela-

faculty members, to discuss the problem
and make recommendations.
"The first priority of the faculty has
been to see this (the need for retrench' ment) does not happen," Aldridge said .
This was the final decision on the mat' "But at the same time we need a plan to
ter of a retrenchment policy during the
minimize the damage."
Faculty Senate meeting last Wednesday,
According to Aldridge, President
according to Dr. Mark Winkel. faculty
Miguel
Nevarez has stated before the
senate chairman.
Faculty Senate previously that the faculCurrent proposals to cut the higher
ty should formulate a retrenchment
education budgets in Texas may lead to
policy, and not the administr:ition.
loss of faculty member jobs-retrenchDuring the meeting, discussion focusment. This is an event that faculty
ed on what group would be designated
members would like to prevent but need
to draw up such a policy.
a policy to deal with it nonetheless. acAccording to Aldridge, retrenchment
cording to Dr. Jim Aldridge, Pan
is complicated. Policy development
American United Faculty (PAUF)
would benefit from the expertise of PAUF
president.
and other such affiliated unions.
"A retrenchment situation is far more
Aldridge was present at the meeting as
delicate and complicated than anything
a representative of PAUF, a union for
PAU faculty will receive a poll this
afternoon designed to guage preference
on what group will be responsible for formulating a retrenchment policy.

If the corporate sponsored activities
aren't for you. the Island also has other
activities to keep you jumping. Besides
the local river ride which allows students
a forty five minute romp of watcrsliding.
there will also be three wheeling, go carting, surfing. and sailing offered by Island
merchants.

"Most of the kids arc law abiding l'Oilcge students arc just out here a week of
fun and relaxation." she said.
Because of our close location tn the
beach many students will Clllllmut<.: hetween their home cities but if you do ,~ant
to stay at the beach all wed long. ,tudcnts arc advised to take sufficient l'ash
because local banks will .cash personal
checks only with valid Drivers Lll'cnsc
and for no more than $25.
Of course if you do drive out to the
island. traffic control will be a prnhlem.
To help alleviate this problem. police nl~
ficcrs will patrol the roads when needed.

the faculty have had to deal with to date,"
Alciridge said. "I basically went in to offer the services of the Texas U nitcd Faculty (TUF, an affiliate of PAUF) serving
as a representative, This is a situation that
is beyond the expertise of almost all of

for all the faculty." Aldridge said. "The
Faculty Senate will need to do all the
work---the election. speaking to Nevarez .
If this can't be done at the behest of the
Faculty Senate. then it can't he done at
all."

us, but we have the resources ofTUF to
draw upon."
• In his opinion. there is no way an ad
hoc committee can handle this adequately. Aldridge suggested that Nevarez be
approached and asked to go before the
Doard of Regents with a policy in which
they agree to recognize a representative
of the faculty.
He also stated this is not an "earthshaking proposition", since almost every
public institution has one. Aldridge went
on to suggest an election to certify
someone as a consultant agent.
"It is not appropriate to act as a body

The senate decided to poll the entire
faculty and offer choices since the group
agreed the decision belonged to everyone.
The poll will offer choices such as the
adminiMration, an ad hoc committee
formed by the faculty or some other organization such as Pan American United
Faculty (PAUF) the Texas Association ol
College Teachers (TACT). according to
Winkel.
In addition, the' executive crnnmittc..: ol
the Senate will meet with N..:varcz tomorrow. According to Winkel . they will apprise him of the poll.

I

Editor forms ready
Yearbook, newspaper positionsopen
Applications for the editorships of
"Pan American University" newspaper
and "El Bronco" yearbook are now available in the Student Publications office in
Emilia Hall. Deadline for application is
April I, 1985.
The applicants need to have a minimum grade point average of 2.0, completed at least 60 semester hours and be
in good standing with the Dean of Students. The Publications Committee may
waive the minimum qualifcations if conditions warrant.
"Applicants will apply directly to the
faculty sponsor for the yearbook and
newspaper," according to the policy.
The applicants must describe their
qualifications, provide the names of three
references whom they have asked to write
letters of recommendation directly to the
adviser and state their philosophy or
policies for the operation of the publication in which they are interested.

cast
Doctor. Valente Rodriguez-Fingers.
Doug Searls-Waiter. :1nd Michael
Porras-Jason-Jasper.
Originally. the University had scheduled performances for the Spring of "Man
of La Mancha" in the new theater in the
CAS building. However. the spring
theater season had to be postponed
because of a design error in the new
building.

The SP! Chamber of Commerce expects approximately 127.000 vacationers
to invade the island through March 24.
Students arc expected to come from as
far away as Iowa. Washington and
Minnesota.

Extra security has been arranged h)
law enforcement agents but acnirdi11g to
Viola Espinoza. office manaucr al the
chamber of commerce. "we h'.1,c ncwr
had major problems with the students in
the past."

Retrenchment policy needed

by last year's PAUSA Senate.
The pageant this year will consbt of
the c~·cning gown and talent competition.
A maximum of four minutes will be allowed for each act or presentation. The
top live finalist will be interviewed by the
master of ceremonies befbre the audience
and a panel ,>f five judges.
The new Miss PAU will be crowned by
Miss PAU Amy Ramirez. Scholarships.
cash awards and other prizes will be
presented to the contestants.
A $30 entry fee must also be submitted along with the application. For further information. contact Elvie. Davis.
Assistant Dean of Students at 381-2260.

Dreamer'

To make sure your fun will not start
and stop with the free beach concerts.
frisbec contests. volleyball games. tug of
war contes1 and sand tournaments arc just
a few of the scheduled activities being
sponsored to make March 9-17 a memorable week.

Faculty polled

Miss PAU set for April 28
Application deadline lilr the 1985 Miss
Pan American P.Jgeant has been set for
April 10 at .+:30 in the University Center.
Room 205. The P..igcant will take place
April 28 in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Qualifications for Miss PAU arc as
follows :
• Be lcmalc between 18 and 26 years
of age and single
• Hav.: a minimum GPA of 2.5
• Be enrolled in at least six hours of
coursework fall and spring
• Be a U.S. citizen
Unlike the previous year the contestant's GPA must he of at least a 2.5 instead of 2.0. The change was approved

Jose Arevalo
no way cause a slow down in PAUSAs
operations.
"We have a very disciplined Senate."
she said.
She also added that things might get
done at a faster pace when a new vice
president is appointed and he or she can
spend more time than she did.
Ybarra like Adair also tccls that a slow
down in PAUSA's activities will not occur as a result of the vice presidents
resignation.
"The reason it can't happen in this ad-

ministrntion is h,xause we ha,c dcle!!atcd
alot of the responsibilities tll the rn1;111ittecs and the~ hU\e heen keepi11g up\\ ith
their work." said Yharra .
The greatest bcnclit she rel·ei,ed h:- o,:cupying the , il'C president posit um acrnrding to Adair was learning the ins and
outs of the way a uni1·ersit~ is run .
Another benefit was h:arning thl' sl111rt
wa1 of gettin!! things Jlllll'.
General elt:ctinn·s for Pan Americ-an
Uni\'ersity Student Association (PAUSAl
executive branch officers. student
senators and the elected members of the
University Center Prol!ram Counl'il
(UCPC) ~-ill be held Tuc~,da1 and 'A-hlnesdav. Aoril 2-J
·
Adair. who docs not rc!!rct am tl1111g
while she was in oflkc. i, ~,till pl,;nning
to he around hut in a 1'nluntcer ha~is.
She also added that 11 hat she 11 ill miss
the most is the people 111 general. thl·
communication that 11as gning rn1 and
partit·ularly not hcing involved in the•
Miss PAU Pageant and Pan Am Days.
"Sometunes you hm·e to san1fice in
order to gain." said Adair referring to her
resignation. "This ,,a, a ,en b1,;
sacrifice:·

Full house--5,350 fans packed in to the PAU Field house Tuesda~ night to see
the Broncs take on DePaul. Unfortunately the Broncs lost their final home game
75-65. (Photo by Robert Vasquez)

Minimum qualifications for applicants
established by the committee require applicants to have had at least one course
in reporting and one in editing in mass
communications or equivalent professional experience on a newsapper o r

other publication or two years of staff
work on "Pan American Univcr~ity" or
"El Bronco."
Perference will be given to those candidates meeting the minimum qualifications.
After applicants have submlltcd thctr
applications. the publications adviser will
evaluate them and give the applicant, an
editing and writing exam . The evaluation
and exams will be forwarded to the chairperson on the Publications Committee
who will call the meeting.
According to the Publications Handbook guidelines, the committee must
meet on April 22 to select the editors.
The committee will study the evaluation and applications Applicants must be
on hand' for the committee meeting in
case an interview is desired .

Library Hours
The library will be closed Saturday and
Sunday March 9 and IO and will reopen
Monday through Friday. March II
through 15 between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Saturday. Ma~ch 16 it will be open between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m. and Sunda)
March 17 between 2 p.m . and IO p.m.
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Excess ·is not best
Every Spring Break , the members of student publications pitch in
to rent a beach house for one week. This year has been no different
except that this weekend, a too-close-for-comfort accident reminded
us that amidst all the partying we still need to exert some precaution.
One of our staff members drove up to the ·beach this weekend to
finalize plans with the rental agency. She had not been on the Island
for more than 20 minutes when a guy, failing to yield the right of
way; came crashing into her friend's car.
The guy wasn't drunk, or high or anything, he was "just in a hurry"
as everyone seems to be these days. Needless to say, he was able to
drive away from the scene with minimal damage to his car. Our friends
weren't so lucky as their car had to be towed away and they had to
get a ride back home. Although none of them were hurt, they did
get a little shaken up and bruised. They (and us) were just thankful
they weren't thrown oµt of the car when they hit as they were in a
convertible Fiat and weren't wearing thier seat belts. Preliminary
estimates are the damages may well exceed $2,000.
It\ unfortunate that it takes accidents like these to remind us that
we can't always be earful enough. While we may be O.K., we never
really know the condition or rational of the other drivers on the road.

$0RP..Y -YOU ~\
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Spring Break is especially dangerous. According to the Island
Camber of Commerce, over 120,000 college kids will be on the Island
next week. All of them with only one goal in mind - PARTY. PARTY, PARTY!
·
Of course we all deserve the week, what with mid-term exams and
gr_aduatio~ c~ming up_ for some of us. Spring Break is right up there
wtth our mahenable rights. But what we musn't forget is that we do
have to make it back alive.
According to a news article in the College Press Service. drunk
driving is the largest killer of those between 16 and 24.
The same article reports that it is those in their late teens and early
20s who have the greatest need for stimulation. The study reported
t?at studen~s need the thril} of drinking. It added that students most
likely to drink excessively and drive tend to be etroverted risk-takers
~ho prefer change and novelty and who are attracted to experimental
lifestyles. In addition, the same report says safety regulations such
as se~t belts laws and speed limits simply prompt the stimulation-seekers to take even biger risks.
. While Spring Break is the time to let loose and forget all about
one's studies, it doesn't mean it should be turned into a week Jong
experiment of how many beers a person can handle.
A little fun and some adventure are good for a burned-out student.
but we will need to face those studies at the end of the week.
So, without trying to put a damper on Spring Break, "The Pan
American" would like to remind all students to be especially cautious
during all the celebrations.
Live it up and party down but remember that you are responsible
for your actions and the choices you make in life. So. if you have
had a bit too much to drink make the choice to have a friend drive
you back home.
It may sound corny, but the 'life you save could be yours, or our
staff writers.
.
Have a GREAT Spring Break, and see ya'II in one week!--NL

Ie\\·c Jrv

Engraving
Gift Wrapping

Watch Repair

Make your SPRING BREAK
plans now

~(Jnb
381-8000
523 South Closner
Edinburg, Texas
J.R.'S T.V. & STEREO SALES
We sell, install, repair
have 2 111011th layaway plan.
1406 W. UNIVERSITY

EDINBURG. TEXAS

(512) 381·8568

SONY, CONCORD, ALPINE, JENSEN
Large selection of car stereos, speakers, amplifiers.
5% discount with this coupon.

What, Where
and When
THU _ _ _ _ _ __
Hot Legs Contest. Kappa Sigma Fraternity is sponsoring the contest in the Sanck Bar from 7:30 pm to midnight. Admission charge
is $4.
Bible Study. The bible study sponsored by Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship will be held in B.A. 223 during activity period, in the Men's
Dorm third floor lounge from 7 p.m.-8 p.m. and outside the LAC from
11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Bake Sale. The International Student's Association will sponsor the
bake sale from 8:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m. in the LAC.

su'\ 'M\e.~e. e.\.se

Religious Dis'::ussions. The Latter Day Saints Student Association
is sponsoring the discussion in the HlPE Complex Room D 113.

AJI\ 1 GOtiN~ Ge.i MY

ROTC Recruiting. An information booth will be stationed in front of
the LAC for interested students in the ROTC or the Corps of Cadets
from 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

~\G~ SC~00~ e~UCA110N?

\

Battle of the Buns. Studeny, Publications is sponsoring the contest
at the Big Apple starting ~ 10:30 p.m. Anyone interested in participating in the contest can register up until a half hour before.

1/

Deadline for submitting events for the Activity Calendar is the Monday prior event is scheduled to take place. Event information should
be turned in to Emilia Hall Bldg. Room 100.

I
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There's Always Som~fhing

Spring Break: Trials & TribulatiOns
all condos. beach houses and hotels the
nearest franchise burger place is on the
mainland--the causeway is a 2.5 mile trek
(and I don·t mean a star trek either).
Some or the night clubs on the Island
are also known to be filled to capacity
by about 7 p.m. if you even want to try
to go dancing you·ll have to give up some
prime fun in the sun to stand in line so
that you can pay your cover charge before
you go to dinner and get dressed to go
out. When you get back to the place you
have to wait until someone leaves before
you can even get in.
Another thing you will have to deal
with constantly while on the island is
drivers under the influence of alcohol or
maybe controlled substances.
Although the attitude of all Spring

Breakers amounts to PARTY PARTY
PARTY no one really wants to get out
taking their finals this semester due to
some sort of accident.
The SPI police department is rumored
to have built two new jail cells to accommodate the law violations expected this
Spring Break--they like to be prepared.
The nearest hospital is in Brownsville
about 20 miles away and traffic on the
causeway has been known to be stopped
with the bridge being closed due the
population boom during the free concerts
at Isla Blanca.
Add to this the fact that there will more
than likely be a run on all sunburn
soothing remedies and you get some pretty stange situations to have to deal with
while trying to enjoy the week as much

as possible.
Too much gloom?
Spring Break can be the best vacation
time you'll ever spend while you're in
school, chances are you won't have the
opportunity to take advantage of an early spring vacation after you graduate and
move on to the real world.
When you're packing, make sure you
take along plenty of skin products to protect you from the lobster disease and
plenty of aspirin to ease the pain of that
more than likely hangover.
You'll need a camera to document the
events of the week and some sort of picture identification so that you can visit
the hot spots around town. And what ever
you do--- Don ·1 forget the Foster Grants.

-i-i-r1

Managing Editor

Ella de los Santos
Editor in Chief

Vivien Bcnblm. Sports Editor
Nora Lopez. Stall Wrftcr
Joe Va~4ucz. Staff Writer
Olga Gont..tlcz. Staff Writer
Mal"\ Howard. Staff Writer
Katrino Garcia . Circulatien

·,

Faculty welcome too!
PAU ID required.
SHORT CUTS

3000 North 10th Street "B"
McAllen, Texas 78501 .
Next to The Rose behind
SAS Shoes

With This ad receive
a extra 5% discount.

Take a short cut to
GREAT LOOKS!

SUMMER ·JOBS
•Busboys eChambermaids eservice Station
Attend•nts eKitchen Help eAoom Clerks
eSwitch Board Operators• Etc., Etc.
If you like the fun and excitement of working the summer for a NATIONAL
PARK-RESORT HOTEL·GUEST RANCH-SUMMER CAMP-CRUISE SHIP·
ALASKA-ETC. ETC ... we have researched and compiled a new SUMMER
EMPLOYMENt GUIDE that will show you how and where to apply for a
summer job of your choice!
Compiled in our GUIDE is a list of NATIONAL PARKS-RESORT HOTELS·
GUEST RANCHES-SUMMER CAMPS THROUGHOUT THE U.S.·OPPOR·
TUNITIES ON CRUISE SHIPS·AND OPPORTUNITIES IN ALASKA.

• - - - - - - - - O R D E R FORM, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT GUIDE
131 ELMA DR. DEPT. G-248
CENTRALIA, WA. 98531
To order our SUMMER EMPLOYMENT GUIDE, send $8.00 cash, check or
money order. Our GUIDE is sent to you with a 90 day money back guarantee .
If for any reason you are not satisfied with our GUIDE, simply return it within
90 days and your full purchase price will be refunded IMMEDIATELY.
NAME(P1e■ M

Print)----~------------

ADDRESS,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, J O • , P T • - - - - - - - - CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ __

Summer Employment Gulde 1985

MATINEES\
DAY
IEVERY

I Wanna Be Teased

Ella de los Santos

The Pan American
Brad Nibert

professionals.

Beirut and Mid-East Lecture Mr. Abdutaleem EI-Abyad, Advisor to
the Minister of Information in Egypt will spe-ak on Beirut and the MidEast Conflict during activity period in the Business Auditorium.

MON _ _ _ _ _ __

Although the Gulf of Mexico and the
Bay an: well within walking distance of

by

631-0013

Evangelism Training. The Baptist Student Union will sponsor the
training in the Baptist Student Union from 11:45 a.m .-12:30 p.m.

Before you start packing and calling the
weather bureau for the Spring Break
beach weather report make sure you have
a definite place to stay on the island first.
·rve seen how the island becomes a
s,.mcluary for southbound Spring Breakers out to thaw and raise as much Cain
as possible every year. Being a SPI spring
break veteran I feel it is my duty to inform the unknowing on the what to
expect.
After you·rc sure you have a place to
stay. ( its normal to have to share a small
two bedroom place with about eight other
try to have some type of transportaton so
that you can enjoy the night life on the
Island.

Get your hair cut on Tuesdays
or Wednesdays for only $8!

FRI
Fajita Taco Sale. The Social Work Club will sponsor the sale from
8 a.m.-5 p.m. in the Science Circle.

~~

HEY PAN AM
STUDENTS!
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Night Hunger
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VHS & BETA

160 TITLES & MORE TO COME!!
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·· Versatile professor honored with Piper nomination
f

R)' Mary Howard
Staff Writer
Protc,,or. author. rcscan:hcr. Dr.
Jo,cph E. Chance ha, been honored by
• the nomination of h.., collcguc, a, Piper
: Profc,,or of 1985. an awdrd honoring ten
rofc<,<,o r, at-ro" Tcxa,.

The Minnie Stevens Piper Foundation
of San Antonio select, professor.. in order
to give recognition to ··the teaching profes..ion:· Recipients arc awarded certificates naming them "Piper Professor.. ...
a 14kt gold commcrativc pin and S2.500.
Each eligible university nominates a

J>

~
,.
,.
\.

\

professor who is then chosen by a Selection Committee from the Piper Foundation. Winners will be notified April 2.
After graduating in 1962 from UT with
a BA in mathematics and a minor in
chcmi,try. Chance went to Tcxa, Tech
where he received a MS in mathematics.
He earned hi s Phd. in mathematics from
UT in 1972.
.. , decided to go into teaching because
it's fun working with students:· Chance
said. " I like to see if I can turn a light
on and help people see what they didn't
i,ec before ."
' Chance. who teaches management and
computer information systems. began
teaching at PAU in 1968 in the mathematics dept . Prior to this. he worked as
a teaching fellow at Texas Tech and the
University of Texas. and as a mathematics
instructor at Howard County Junior College. Chance also did research at the
Military Physics Division .Defense
Resea rch Lab at the Unversity of Texas.
Among his hobbies arc camping and
"caving:· Chance also enjoys writing and
published his first book. " The Second
Texas Infantry. last July.
" I was looking into my family history

~~---:--..L"'·_-Jstaged
_Basic rescarchers--Dr. Edwin W. LeMa~ter (left) and Dr. Joseph E. Chance study
· acomputer printout. They have developed a mathematical model that uses their
~fields, physics and mathematics, to interpret satellite data. Their basic research
: ~ovcrs remote sensing, a new branch of science. (PAU photo hy Gerald Whitaker)

1'"\ Id a.pp 1I•Cat I•OnS re ady

·leadership
.
series
rescheduled
• The third in a series of lectures by
UCPC and PAUSA entitled "Leadership
l>cvclopmcnt'' originally scheduled for
)o<lay during activity period has been
-{anccllcd due to a conflicting meeting
_-chcdulc.
~. A new schedule has been made tor up<oming talks. said Sonia del Angel.
lJCPC adviser.
• On March 21. Gumccindo Ybarra.
: PAUSA president. will talk on situational
·1e.idcrship. The main topic will be on
how to handle members in a crisis.
Ybarra said he will discuss the diflcrcnt ways leaders must act "depending
on the climate of the situation. a leader
lnust be a motivator or a dictator."
UCPC director Elvie Davis will speak
April 2 on committee management and
how 10 get committee members to wcrk .
A talk on assenivcncss training will be
given on April II by LAC counselor
Lupita Cantu-Morse.
The media and how to use it will be
thc su bject of a talk given April 16 by
managing editor. Bradly Nibert and staff
rcportcr Olga GonzaleL.
D.-.is will give another talk on how to
takc minutes during a meeting on April

~3.
On April 25. dcl Angel will give a talk
• on how to keep books. in UC 306A.
•
All other talks will take place in UC
:-::!05. between 10:35 and 11 :35 a. m .
Originally intended for a leadership
• ,rnrJ..shop that PAUSA and UCPC put on
~: in the Fall for students. these talks arc
:~ being presented on Tuesdays and Thurs~~ day, during at·tivity period in UC 205.
"Sim:e many organizations arc in the
~ process of electing officers. members
,hould attend these talks to get a idea of
1\ hat they need in a leader and leaders
: should keep in 1nind sornc of these things
• liir the future:· del Angel said. "we
would like to encourage those interested
in running liir office in a dub to attend."
These talks arc geared for officers in
tudcnt organizations however. many of
• the topics discussed are useful for
,tudents in,.general. del Angel said.
A talk on time management was prcsente<l Feb. 14 by former UCPC president Gloria Rodriguez .
• Neil Rdke. instructor_ in communica• tiOJh. gme a talk Feb. 27 on the qualities
, of leadership. He said that leadership is
; not acquired but rather given.
:: Student turnout at these talks have been
:; poor hPwe1cr. Fidel Pena. Ideas and Is:• ,ue, Committee member. said. "as long
: ; a, the, benefit one person. it is worth it
.,
.
.
!; an<l we w 111 keep on gomg .

.

......
·~·
•,

..

subject matter which b unsuitable for
children.
Friday afternoon's play will by "Radicall". by Jan Seale. The play deals with
the effects of illness on an already troubled family. When Clare Johnson discovers
that she has cancer. her husband and her
two daughter respond in different ways.
A~ her condition worsens. tensions in the
family increase. pulling the family apart.

transcript will also be needed when submitting this application. The Statement
of Educational Purpose/ Registration
Compliance will also need to be signed.
The Financial Aid Office also announces that tentative financial aid
figures for the upcoming school year have
been received fr Jill the Office of Education. The figures received indicate
signifirnnt increase~ in funds to be
available in the SEOG, NDSL and the
Work Study Program.
Students and prospective students who
wish to receive assistance from these progra1_n s or other programs are encouraged to apply as early as possible, as
assistance is awarded to eligible students
on a first applied, first served basis until
all available funds arc depicted.

"Javelina County". by Jack Stanley will
be performed Friday evening. It is a murder my~tery which takes place in a little
fami ly owned gas station/convenience
store in South Texas. A reporter who happened to come on the scene right after
the murder works along with the sheriff
to discover who committed the murder.
Admission is free to all three performances .

Money donated for

Priority filing deadline for next Fall is
May I. Students turning in completed applications by the deadline will be assured
their application will be processed and
assiMance will be provided to those eligible with their registration fees.
For any questions or further information call the Financial Aid Office at
381-2501 or come by the Student Services
Building Room 186.

Former Law Student Blames University For His Failure
Thomas Councill Jr. says he flunked
out of the U. of Maryland in 1983
because the school didn't give him promised financial assistance and minority
counseling.
Councill seeks $500,000 in compensation and $200,000 for emotional distress.

Temple U. Ordered To Ban OnCampus Army Recruitment
Responding to complaints the Army
discriminates against homosexuals. the
Philadelphia Human Relations Commission told Temple officials to keep army
recruiters off campus. or risk violating
the city's Fair Practice Ordinance which
protects gay rights.

Dr. Darrell T. Piersol recently awarded a special scholarship to the communication department ir, honor of Dr.
Marian Monta . the artistic director of the
university theatre and the former department chair. The scholarship is to be
awarded annually to a student selected by
the production faculty based on excellence in production and academic
ability.
The scholarship. to be administered by
the Pan American University Foundation,
was one of two scholarships donated by
Dr. Piersol as part of an annual gift tc
the university with matching funds-from
IBM . The Marian Monta Sch61arship
and the Robert N . McMichael Management Scholarship, each totalling $5,000,
arc being awarded "to honor two individuals who have made lasting contributions to the university and also are
very special people" according to a letter from Dr. Piersol .
Moma stated that she felt very honored
because of her high regard for Piersol.
"It could not have come at a more opportune time," she state4- "We've just
launched a fundraising drive to get
scholarships for our majors. It's fantastic."
The scholarship drive is being held in
conjunction with the opening of the new
University Theatre planned for next fall.
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"BEST BOTANA IN THE VALLEY"

~

Charbroiled steaks, Fajitas,
Seafood & Mexican Food
PRIVATE DINING AREA
1328 N. Closner, Edinburg, Texas
PHONE: 383-9066
SUN -THURS
• Now Serving
• Now Serving
11
a.m. - 10 p.m.
Your Favorite
Your Favorite
FRI. & SAT.
Cocktails •
Cocktails •
11 a.m.-11 p.m.

--$1___

OFF

Major contributors will be invited to the
dedication of the theatre which will include a cocktail party, a performance of
" Man of La Mancha". and a supper following the show. Other individuals in terested in making contributions can obtain information from Dr. Monta by calling 381-3583.
~

.-;:>!.~~~- ""'·

. •

111.

According tu Chance. this 1~ p.: or information is wr~ important liir ei:,,1lllmical. c.:ologi.:al and gcolt1gic·al
reason,.
Chance anJ LcMastcr II ho have \\nrl..cd on thi, proj.:c·t for ten ~cars. ha,c not
rcappl ie<l for rene11al of their grant.
Wanting to use his talcnts to " suh·e rcal
prohlcms.' ' Chan.:c is c·,,llc,·ting Jata nn
water consumption in the Valle~ and thc
lite ,}..:le of th.: Mexican fruit 11~.

For cnntra1.:cptin: care. pn.:g.nam.:~ and VD
tc~1ing. roun'.\ding. and i:dt11.:atlllllal program~.

:\IISSIO!\ 58S-4575

WESLACO 968-5039

EDI!\Bt:RG 383-5082

PHARR 787-94.\1

Editor Positions Open
Application Deadline April 1st
Applications are being taken for the position of
editor of The Pan American and El Bronco. Deadline
is 4:30 p.m. April 1st.
Applicants may pick up the necessary forms in
Emilia Hall 100.
• have at least a 2.00 GPA
• have a minimum of 60 semester hours
• have a least one course in reporting, and one
in editing, or have equiva1~nt professional experience, or have two years experience on The Pan
American or El Bronco.
• be in good standing with the Division of Student Affairs.
In addition to the application form, applicants
should provide the names of three references whom
they have asked to write letters of recommendation
directly to the adviser.
They should also include a statement of their
philosophy of policies for the operation of the
newspaper.

-

Put your best foot forward
··: go for it at Clothes Line.
Clothes Linc will turn you on to dressing in
style while exercising and you won't believe
the incredibly LOW LOW prices. One trip to
this store and you'll be convinced.

SHOES FOR SPRING BREAK
fust in ... an exciting line of casual and running shoes for all ages.
• ETONIC
• PONY
~
• REEBOK
• NIKE
·
• LOTTO

• PUMA

PUfflA

..,t SHORTS TO LOOK "KOOIJ' IN

f•'.!• U:[4\l-W

Corduroy Shorts $9.99
Adidas Fleece Shorts . .

. $7.50

Crinkle Cotton Skirts and Shirts
Skirts !with a split up one side) $14.99
Shirts !to match the skirt with lace across the shoulder and down the arms)
only $15. 99. (red, white, or blue}
You'll find romance and good memories in this special outfit.
AEROBIC SPECIAL:

10% discount on all aerobk clothings for shoppers stating that they
belong to an Aerobic Class.
Adidas Leotards as low as $14.00 {Reg. $28.00)
Many items on sale for aerobic dancing.
Manufacturer's Prices on all clothing

lll_

BOTANA PLATTER
Tostadas with beef and cheese,
guacamole and Fajitas.

kAI.U-:l\ 686-6671

Have fun in the sun~ imagine yourself in the limelight in a one piece or
bikini bathing suit priced as low as $19.00.
• PIPELINE
• BERZON
• BENZ

PHONE FOR AN APPOINTMENT

STYLISTS

scholarship

Thc,c pic·turc, arc then tran"1111tcJ t,, ,I
,cnxn. Data ma~ then b.: ston.-J un tapcs ..
Thi, informatinn te lls sc·icnti,t, the
t~ pc anJ 4uantit} ,,f n,,ps hcing gn,11 n
anJ 1\ hat ,tagc of de, clopment th.:~ ar.:

PLANNED PARENTHOOD:
It Makes Sense.

readings today

This week the University Theatre will
present staged readings of three original
plays by local playwrights in the Media
Theatre of the Learning Resource Center.
Representatives from the Alley Theatre
in Houston and the Dallas Theatre Center
and Theatre Three in Dallas will be on
hand to critique the plays and offer suggestions to the playwrights.
The plays will take place today and
tomorrow at 8 p.m . and tomorrow at 2
p.m.
Tonight two one act plays will be
presented, " Sins of the Fathers" and
"Skeletons" by Steve Copold . "Sins of
the Fathers" is about a friendship between two Texas ranch hands, and "Skeletons" is about a young trooper recalling
the events of his life when someone starts
shooting at him while he is on patrol.
Both plays contain rough language and

:"A, •

:;: Student's whose families received
~ ;Soc ial Security.. AFDC. Veterans or Un;; :employment compensation benefits in
:•:1984. will need to bring in verification
;. of the total amount of benefits received
;::in 1984. A $2.00 c heck or money order.
; 'no cash. and an unofficial college

who had thcir rclati\·c's name, li,teJ in
it. He plans to II rite a fol1011-up ankle
for his book to include the most recent
information he has acquired.
He b also interested in 1\ riting more
books ho,,e,·cr. "the~ arc in the idea stage
right no11. sort of like an egg that hasn't
hatched vet:·
In addition 10 writing this novel.
Chance together with Proti::ssor Edwin
LcMastcr in the physics department .
worked on a satellite project for Johnston
Space Center in Houston .
The project called LANDSAT uses
telecommunications to send messages to
a satellite which in turn takes pictures of
reflected sunlight emitted off of plants.

~;~~J~'~;~r;:;~rrfi~~w~i;;~e·~;

\.

Applications liir Financial Aid for the
1985-1986 academic year arc available at
.the Financial Aid Office. The general application for financial aid. is for students
who wish to apply for and be considered
for the College Work Study Program. the
National Direct Student Loan and ,he
Hinson-Hazlewood Student Loan. Stu; dents who apply for and qualify for any
i 1if ,hcsc programs will also be considered
li>r the Supplemental Educational Oppor• tunity Grant . (SEOG). Texas Public
. ~ducation Grant. (TPEG). and for Tui::! ion Scholarship.
~, Students applying for financial aid will
~ need to indu<le with their completed ap: plication. signed photocopies of parents'
~ ~tudent's and or spouse's 1984 income tax
• returns. If income lax returns will not be
:: Jilcd. a signed Statement of Income form.
:;µvailablc at the Financial Aid Office. will
:,peed to accompany the application.

girls. said he went to libraries to find out
~ore information on the infantry and
discovered that no boob had been written on the subject.
Traveling all over Texas and parts of
Mississippi a nd Tennessee. Chance was
able to get many eye-witness accounts
from people whose relatives had been in
the Second Texas.
..... People were very cooperative .
. . fhey went up to their attics. looked in
old i;teamer trunks and found letters and
pictures from their relatives who had
served in the second infantry:· Chance
said.
One of Chance's favorite passages in
the book was about Private Sam Houston
Jr. who was carrying a bible over his
chest at the same time a man shot him
however the bullet was stopped by the
bible.
"I thought it was kind of interesting that
the bullet stopred on Psalm 70 which
read ·... may those who try to kill me
be defeated and confused ... Lord hurry
to my aid ... · and the bullet would have
killed him if he had not been holding the
bible: · he said.

Corner Bus. 83 & Main Street
McAllen, Texas
630-2626

Games played all week

Baseball hosts palm Valley tourney
By Vivien Benbow
Spons Editor
The Broncs will play Penn State tonight
at 7 p.m. for a ~cheduled Palm Valley
Tournament game. Along with host Pan
American. teams competing arc Oklahoma. Morningside of Iowa and Temple
University of Pcnnsylvannia.
Tuesday's and Wednesday's games
were cancelled due to the rain and field
conditions and tomorrow nil!ht PAU will
entertain Oklahoma. Saturdiy night PAU
will play Penn State ag·lin.
The Broncs are coming off a impre~sive win Monday over Penn State and
they successfully swept Temple last
weekend also.
Jason Loreth was the rel icf pitcher
against Penn State Monday night and
helped aid the Broncs to a 3-:! victory.
Loreth pitched a two-hit shut out with
two out in the 7th inning when the Nittany Lions surged to try to overcome the
Broncs.
Mike Obeid walked with two out. then
Carl Sicheler singled. Bob Perks hit a
double which scored both runners.
Loreth proceed to strike out the final batter with the tying run on third .
In scoring for the Broncs. Chance
McConnel hit a sacrifice fly and P.J. Iglesias walked and stole second and took
third on Kurt Schuring's single. In the
third inning. Iglesias scored again on a
walk. a wild pitch and a single by Schuring for a 2-0 lead.
Don Guillot then scored the deciding

defending Atlantic 10 confcrenl·e
champions.
Bill Sa\'arino hit a three-run homer.
and .i two-run homer for an earl) 8-0 lead
in the second 2ame. Joe Heene\' also
homered a 370-l'oot run to left fi~ld hut
Temple's Stuart Drnssner hit the game·s
longest a 400 foot run in the fourth
inning.
Jone~ pitched an eight hiller the first
game. which temple led 1-0 but the
Broncs came hack on Donald Guillot's
double and a sacrifice fly hy Sa\'arino.
Victor Marin. Heeney and P.J. lnglesias all banged in singles after Mike
Brown walked and Sa\'arino was struck
by a pitched ball.
The Broncs staned their weekend off
right. sweeping their first two games with
Temple Uni\'Cr~ity of Penns) l\'annia.
Saturday 2-1. 9-7.
In the first game. Chance McConnell
doubled to score P.J. lnglesias and Kurt
Schuring. after Iglesias walked for a 2-0
score.

Then in the top 1,f the 7th. Temple!!•''
IUl'h and Da\'id Corne scored on Stu~irt
Dro~shers hit for ~ :?-1 Sl'orc. Ke\·in
Brm:kway (:?-0) pitched the ,·ictnr~ \\ ith
Jason Lmeta relieYing him in the 7th
inninl!.
Th~ sewnd l!ame. Basilio Murtinl'/ hit
a three-run h1~11er to wind-up an unhclie\·ahle Bronc rall\'. P.Jn Am sL·nred 7
runs in the final in~ing to deti:at Temple
9-7. Brockway lifted his reconl to 3-0 and
Loreth added three saYes for the Yil·tnr~.
The Bmnl·s were down 7-:?. with t,\n
out in the se\'enth inning. after Temple\
Mike Ferraro batted a two-run homa.
P..in Am then had 5 men sent to the plate
for RBl's.
Joe Heeney singled to dri\'e in one nm.
Inglesias. Wayne Simmons and Rid, \ 'iilarreal followed with dean singles tn the
outfield. each brin2inl! in a run. Temple
still led 7-6 when Mart~inez smashed a hit
home 355 li:et to the ti:ncc on a 1-1 pitd1 .

SHOWCASE
VIDEO
MOVIE RENTALS
Mon. - Sat.
11 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Sun. 1 P.M. - 5 P.M.
1603 W. University Drive
(Beside the Economy Drive-In)
Adult Titles - $4.50
383-0446

run on a single hit by Billy Savarino. to
give the broncs the 3-2 win.
On Saturday the Broncs finished off a
clean sweep of Temple University. winning both games. 4-1. 12-6. Wes Jones.
Scott Middaugh and Paul Camilio provided strong pitching which halted the

Nike

Adidas

Converse

Kaepa

Tiger

Brooks

Footjoy

Reebok

-~·

Avia

I

HOBIE APPAJlltL IJfC.

Troy Ding/_e guards DePau/ star---Dallas Comegys during the Broncs home contest Tuesday night. The Broncs lost by
onl)' 10 pomt~, 75-65 and travel to New Orleans for their last game.
(Photo by Delcia Lopez)
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Hold their own against DePaul Tuesdav. 75-65

Broncs travel to New Orleans
Sat, for season's last game
•

Saturday the Broncs will be in New
Orlcans,--not to cat gumbo but to play the
••university of New Orleans Privateers to'r
their last contest of the 84-85 season.
PAU finally played to their potential
here Tuesday, when they hosted the DePaul blue Demons before packed crowd.
PAU held their own jumping out to a 4-0
lead in the first few minutes of the game.
With hustling defense and fast-paced
olknse. the Broncs were able to stay
within the Blue Demons by 4 points or
less for most of the first half and second
half until 8: 16 when Tyrone Corbin hit
a 17' fmrer from the side to give DePaul
their biggest margin all night, 50-41.
The Broncs were effective boxing out
and pressing DcPaul's zone forcing them
to take perimeter shots, from outside the
circle.
DePaul continued to drive and at 3:01,
they led 56-47 after a driving lay-up by
Kevin Holmes. The Broncs tried to come
hack after a steal by Harold Anderson at
1:59 to put PAU with 5 points. but the
Broncs then committed some costly
fouls. which sent the blue Demons accurate free-throw shouters to the I inc 4
times.

I

75
65

DePaul
Broncs

··1 didn't think we played as great
haskethall game." admitted Coach Joey
Meyer. "I thought Pan Am fought hard.
and I've learned this year if you get a win
on the road y<ll' just smile and take it.''
Meyer admitted.

"Pan Am has good talent and if you
add when they shoot the ball y.,ell they
can play just ab~ut anybody," Meyer said.
Leading ?an Am in scoring was Duane
Thornton, who had 17 points, Kevin
Johnson had II and Tom Fiepke 8.
Kenney Patterson led DePaul with 18,
Tyrone Corbin 16 and Dallas Comegys
12.
"I thought for the most part our kids
did a really good job." commented Coach
Lon Kruger. ··we gave Tyrone Corbin
more attention in the second half and we
really wanted to contain a pattern to
penetrate them (DePaul)."'
" It was really good crowd tonight who
got involved and we were glad they could
turn out."
At the New Orleans, Coach Kruger
feels the Broncs will have a good game
and will end it on a positive note.

Lamar
Broncs

75

69

The Broncs drew blood early against
Lamar University. Saturday night jumping out to a nine point lead. 17-8 with
14:09 remaining. but the Cardinals from
Beaumont proceeded to lick their wounds
and defeated the Broncs 75-69.
The win upped the Cardinals to 17-10
overall and are still hoping for a NCAA
tournament berth in March.
The Broncs trailed throughout the second half and 5:40 the score clock went
out completely and the Broncs tried to
use this to their advantage and catch up
with the Cardinals.

I
I

I
I

I
I
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Everything you need for Spring Break

2612 N. 10th Colonial Village
630-3041

McAllen, TX

78501

213 S. Broadway
630-4151

The clock went out with the Broncs
trailing 63-54 and PAU managed to come
with 2 points 65-63 with a shot by Kevin
Johnson with 2:34 remaining.
"The clock going out like really unnerved us," admitted Cardinal Coach Pat
Foster. "It is frightening on the road,
however the people here at Pan American
did a great job of keeping the time and
score."
James Gulley, a freshman, pumped in
a high 25 points and II rebounds, while
Jerry Everrct came up with 16 points.
"Gulley did a great job," commented
Coach Foster. "Both he and Everett turned around under pressure and dictated all
night."
"Pan American has been up and down
all year, they've been hurt with ihjui\es
and they might have a different recorf if
they had play like this every night . Tjey
really came out to play."
·
For the Broncs in scoring, it was the
freshman from Muskegon , Michigan,
Johnson who had 16 points, Tom Fiepke
had 13 and Troy Dingle had 12 points
with 10 rebounds.
"We tried to give him (Gulley) double
coverage," Coach Lon Kruger said. "We
started out playing behind him, which is
tough to do. We came out real explosive
in the first half. and then we slowed
down. Kevin (Johnson) opened up strong
and then fell back on his early aggressiveness."

Great Pool
Great Drin}cs Great Music -

Kickoff SpRiNG

and NOT-BAD Sandwiches

BREAk '8~

Wednesday

ENTERTAiNMENT PAckAGE iNcludEs:

.50¢ Drinks for

Ladies

s
arch pecia
Big Mexican Plate
Beef Guisado. Spanish
lice. Ranchero Beans,
2 Tortillas, Salad. and
a · Jalapeiio.

The Only Superwell in town!
Best billard tables in the Valley!
1415 Austin St.
Downtown, McAllen
686-9408

Mon. - Sat.
11 a.m. • 2 a.m.

$2.29
\I.I \ I \R \ROl

,n SPIT! \I.

2 P\IOS IOR ~.\~11 ""D. SPl"SH

NOW OPENING SUNDAYS 3-10 P.M.

RIO· .\ R "C"Hl'i!Cl Bl' \ 'l;S

$1.98
For Faster Service
call in an ord~r

383-0725
Across from Pan Am

ONE HOUR OF FREE POOL!! W/this AD and PAU I.D.
(ONE COUPON PER PERSON)

HoT LEGS CoNTEST
Music by ''TltE NEW 99.~"
BEVERAGES will bE sold
PRiZES TO bE RAfflEd:
1 SATiN BudwEisER JAckET
4 BudwEisER T-SltiRTS
TickET PRicE SJ .00 P.REsALE, $4.00 AT TltE dooR
DATE - TltuRs. MARck 7 - Ti ME - 7: JO Til 12:00
• PlAcE PAU SNAck BAR

EXPIRES MARCH 10, 1985
-

A CAMPUS LIFE PROGRAM BY THE KAPPA SICMA FRATERNITY -
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Meyer, DePaul' s
living l~gend speaks
By 'Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor
••If you are going to have a winning
program. it's everyone together," advised ex-head DePaul basketball coach Ray
Meyer, as he capped off his speech at a
honorary luncheon sponsored by Whataburger, Tuesday at the Sheraton Inn .
Booster club members, and members
of the Valley community had an opportunity in a life-time to hear the man who
ha~ coached DePaul for 42 years and ended the 1983-84 season with a 724-354
record, before handing over the reins to
hi~ son Joev.
DePaul u~der Meyer last year has its
sixth straight NCAA tournament appearance with a V-3 record. And
DePaul's .857 winning percentage made
it the winningest Division I team for the
past 7 seasons.
Also honored and present at the luncheon was Lady Bronc Becky Dube, who
with her 28 point average led the NAIA
nationally.

like success, which brings more success,"
Meyer admitted.
Meyer recollected that prior to 1971,
DcPaul never had a recruiting budget and
had gone through ups and downs in their
seasons.
"Booster clubs are great." Meyer advocated. "They arc a necessity to help
the program and in all sports. The
recognition will help the other sports to
grow.'"

11
•
•
•
•

"In 1971 DePaul was very serious about
cutting their whole basketball program,
or drop to a lower division and not give
any scholarships," Meyer recalled . We
had a meeting with the DePaul president,
who decided to put a little money in
basketball and gave us a $3,000 year
recruiting budget and they gave me a fulltime assistant coach. I divided the coach's
salary into two, one to a professor at
DePaul who had played basketball and
gave it to my son Joey."
Meyer said that was the smartest move
he ever made because Joey could recruit
and went out and started getting players.
"We started to come along and win a
few games, and we had never of heard
of the alumni here at DePaul. It was a
great place to coach, no one ever
bothered you, we were playing in secret,
nobody knew we were playing," joked
1vleyer.

"Then all of sudden we started to win,
athletes started coming, next thing we had
newspapermen coming by every day.
Then we started having alumni coming
out of the woodwork, and a booster club
showed up. In the last few years they've
helped us to find jobs for the athletes,
they produced a great image for DePaul
University." Meyer said with this backing DePaul was able to compete with the
big state schools.
Meyer was presented with two leather
jackets, one for himself and his wife and
said he will have a very pleasant memory
of his first visit to the Rio Grande Valley.
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Broncs travel to New Orleans
The Broncs hit the road for New Orleans. Saturday for their last contest of the
84-85 season. The Broncs held thier own against the DePaul Blue Demons Tuesday
night, for 75-65 defeat. The win upped DePaul to 19-8 as they hope for a NCAA
tournament birth. while the Broncs arc 12-15 as they go into New Orleans. Good
Luck Broncs!

Baseball host Palm Valley tourney
The baseball team is hosting their annual Palm Valley Tourney. which got underway Monday. teams from Morningside (Iowa). Temple. Oklahoma tomorrow night
at 7. and again on Saturday night at 7 the Broncs will play Penn St:ite.
Monday, the Citrus Tournament will get underway and teams competing are Kansas State. Arkansas State. Oklahoma. Kansas. Texas A&M. Miami (Ohio). Mighigan
and Houston . A schedule is printed in this issue and the Jody Ramsey tournament
kicks off the following week after Spring Break. so come out and suppon the Broncs!

This is Nat'I Physical Fitness & Sports
wee~, Jump-~~~hon Friday
·

Basketball Hall of Famer--ex-DePaul head coach, Ray Meyer, addressed the Bronc
Athletic club, members of the community and Valley media Tuesday at an honorary
luncheon at the McAllen Sheraton.

The Netters are currenting competing
at the elite H.E.B. Collegiate tennis team
Championships in Corpus Christi, after
taking a 6-3 loss to Wichita State Monday here, they won 2 out 3 matches at
Laredo's Border Olympics last weekend.
The Broncs have not competed in the
H.E.B. invitation since 1981 and Coach
Byrce Young said, "this is a real caliber
event, and it is great for us to have this
opportunity to compete, especially my
first year here."
Competing are seeded Texas Christain,
SMU, Clemson and Arkansas and other
teams competing are Texas, Baylor,
Oklahoma State, Clemson, North
Carolina, Houston, Miami, Utah,
Southwestern Louisiana, Oklahoma,
Auburn, Florida, San Diego, Arkansas,
Alabama, Arizona, Texas A&M, Wichita
State, Arkansas and #2 seeded Trinity of
San Antonio, the defending champion.
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Sports Editor

Netters compete with
elite at HEB lnvit.

~j ............,,••••,,••••.
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By Vivien Benbow

Meyer stressed that time, energy and
finances should not go to one particular
sport and should go to the whole university.

'If you're going to have
a winning · program,
it's everyone together'
"Everyone should participate if one
team is doing very well, you'll get
recognition and it grows. there's nothing

Sports Lines

428-6242
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• LOCATIONS IN AUSTIN, CORPUS, EL PASO, SAN ANTONIO & WICHITA FALLS
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The Broncs lone loss in Laredo was to
Houston Baptist. 8-1. the scores were
John Thellmark defeated Francisco Hamdan 3-6, 6-3, 6-0. Augustin Salazar
defeated David Taylor, 6-3, 6-4. Henry
Temkin defeated Ruben Nunez 1-6, 7-5,
6-3. Roilan Fuller lost to Joachim
Hallstrom 6-3, 6-2. Jonas Olsson lost to
Kevin Kell, 6-0, 6-3 and Udo Graf los1
to Derk Dahlstrom, 7-6. 6-3.
The doubles results were FullerSalazar lost to Taylor-Kelly, 6-7. 6-1, 6-4.
Tony Fink-Hamdan lost to NicholasThellmark 6-4, 1-6, 6-3 and HallstromTemkin defeated Graf-Nunez. 7-5. 6-3.
The Broncs took a tough loss to
Wichita State Monday. 6-3. Wichita State
has been nationally ranked the past seven
years and is shooting for their 8th consecutive Missouri Valley Conference Tennis Championship.
Thvscores were Jeremy Grubi over
Hamdan. 6-4, 6-3. Kris Braaten, 6-4, 6-1.
Steve Salthouse over Nunez 6-3, 5-7, 6-3.

Capping off a week of acttv1t1es, a "Demonstrations of Physical Education and
Sport," will be ~eld toni~ht at 7 p.m. in the field house. The program will include
dance. gymnastics. martial arts and aerobic demonstrations.
Tomorrow t~e big event will be the American Hean Association·s Jump-A-Thon.
from 1-4 p. m. _m the field house. Students, faculty and friends will be jumping :aw.iy
m order to raise more than $9,000 for the AMA.
Pysical Education students are accepting pledges and per minute based on the
minutes each 5-member team jumps and you can come by and get on a team Friday
at I p.m. a the field house.
March 29 is the deadline for the money to be turned in by March 26. either to
your Phys_ical Education Instructor, Jeanine Ryman at the pool or Dr. Jorgenson.
. A ~1sk Jockey from KG~ Radio, will be playing music to get the participant•
JUmpmg to th~ beat and pnzes of jump ropes. T-shirts. caps. barrel bags will he
awarded as prizes depend mg on the amount of money raised by the team or jumper.
So come out and "jump for the heart!"

Tracksters on road to SW Texas
After the disappointing cancellation of Laredo's Border Olympics trnck meet last
Fnday and Saturday due to weather and facilty problems. trackstcrs head to San
Marcos today to compete against several top teams in the South West Conference.
Jr. Colleges and colleges from the NCAA division II.
In the women·s division Toya Castillo. Anna and Liz Pittman. Anna Martinez.
Letha Selby and Rolanda Roland will be representing the Broncs.
The number of men competed at San Marcos depends on how well some of the
runners recuperate from injuries, so far Marten Westberg. Gilbert Cabrera. Richard
Yracheta and Hernan Figueroa among other runners will be running at SWT's
invitational.

Netters compete at H.E.B. Invitational
The Netters are playing at the prestigious H.E.B. Invitational which is underwuy
in Corpus Christi until Saturday. Top teams such as Trinity. SMU, Clemson and
Arkansas are also competing. The Broncs will return to home action this Sunday
when they host Northern Illinois I p.m. Oklahoma Baptist on Monday at IO a.m.

Intramural news, deadlines---Intramura1 volleyball is still going on Tuesday and Thursday nights at 6 p.m. and
up coming deadlines for team basketball is Mar. 22 and badminton Mar. 29.

Golfers compete at Laredo

The golf team will head to Laredo tomorrow for the rescheduled, Border Olym•
pie's golf tournament, which was cancelled due to rain. Lars Tamcn. Mike Brisky.
Bartil Marje, Randy Conroy. David Foley will putt for PAU and either Jose Fabrcs
or Marten Olsson will be 1he sixth participant.
The Broncs will shoot V holes and Coach Tony Guerrero feels his team will do
well. "The bonus hold compete not participate. because they know the course and
I feel Tamen and Brisky should be our main standouts."

Fuller lost 10 Brent Fields, 5-7, 6-4, 7-6,
7-2. Olsson won over Paul Rosenich, 7-6,
6-1 and Graf defeated Steve Dekker, 6-2.
6-0.
Doubles results were SalthouseBraaten over fuller-Salazar, 6-1, 6-0.
Hamdan-Fonk defeated Grubi-Fields 7-6,
Every M<1nday night, II p.m ., at McAllen's "Big Apple," student publication:.
1-6, 6-3. Castle-Dekker defeated Nunez- presents the "Battle of the Buns," contest open to men and women. Winners can
Graf. 6-3. 6-4.
win $10 and movie tickets iwth the top two winners oging to finals April I. and a
chance to walk or "strut" off with $100 cash. PAU students with ID arc admitted
for $1 and you can enter an hour before the contest.
That's my line for Sports Lines this week, remember before you take off for Spring
Break that baseball will have some great games everyday at Jody Ramsey stadium
and it's a good place to get a tan too!

Buns do battle at Big Apple's Monday
PAU night

PALM VALLEY TOURNAMENT
SCHEDULE, MAR. 4-10
LIQUOR

700

STORE

BEER - LIQUOR - WINE
SPRING BREAK
SPECIALS!

.

~

Seven Crown 80° Lr
Seagram s v o.

COMPARE
OUR FARE
WITH·ANYONE.
*Wherever Spring Break takes you,
Trailways can take you there for only $49
each way when a $98 round trip ticket is
purchased.
To the slopes for skiing or the coast for
tanning, students need only to show a
current college student 1.0., and Trailways
can take you to any one of 12,000 destinations for a great new low fare. And Trailways
low fares are good every bus, every seat,
everyday.
So compare. When Spring Break arrives,
why not get away on Trailways?
Call your nearest Trailways location for
schedule information.

ao•

.
Lr

Jim Beam

ao•

S7 89
S10.59

Jack Daniels 90° Lr

s11 99

LT

S709

Passport Scotch 80° LT

.

S7 89

Highland Mist Scotch 80° LT

S6.99

Bacardi Rum 80° l r

S6.99

Smirnoff V()dka 80° LT

S6.99

I

R1kalofl Vodka 80° l T
Burton·s Gin 80° l T

. . . S4.35
,.

. S4.99

Alegro Amaretto 56° 750

S4.99

Blue Nun 750

..

R1unite 750 .

S3.99

S2.99

Ice Cold Beer
Miller Lite 611202

S2 69
.. ..

682-4002
2 21 85. No other discounts apply.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

DATE
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

II

S4.10

7 p.m.
7 p.m.

7 p.m.

OPPONENT

12
13
14
15
16

Texas A&M
Kansas State
Arkansas State
Michigan
Houston
Miami (Ohio)

TIME
7 p.m.
7 p.m .
4 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

# all games played at Jody Ramsey Stadium.

Tracksters run at
Southwest Texas
Since the Border Olympics were cancelled la~t Friday, tracksters traveled

Champagne

Wine

TIME

CITRUS TOURNAMENT, MAR. 11-17

Gt:ARA~TEED STt:DE~T WA!'.S now
av-dilable for ·g5 ,cme,tcrs. Call Jim Purcell
686-2037 or 585-7970. Phoenix Financial
Network .

(Next to Domino's Pizza)
2621 W. PECAN
McALLEN, TX

Good on Trailways Lines. Inc. and participating carriers. Certain restrictions apply. Offer effective

Penn State
Oklahoma
Penn State

Classified

Heineken 6/1202 . . .

Go

OPPONENT

Mar. 7
Mar. 8
Mar. 9

Amaretto d1 Saromo 56° 750 S14.49

Aspro Ast, Spumante 750 . . S4.25

I

DATE

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

DAY
Monday

Monday - Saturday
10 A.M. - 9 P.M.
EACH WAY, ANYWHERE TAAILWAYS GOES.*

DAY

Is it true you can buy jeep, for S44 through
1he U.S. government·• Get the fa,l, tnday! Call
H12-742-1142 Ext. X300·A.
Gowrnment Jobs. S t5.000-S50.000/yea r
possible. All occupation,. How to Find. Call
805-687-6000 Ext. R-5005.

OLD Bt:T RELIABLE For Sale 75 To)ota
Corolla AM-FM Cassette Rudin 4 ,peed S900.
Ir• II lXl -814l "tkr 5 om
FE'.\IALE STlDE'.\T I.OOKl'.\C; lor I or
2 lcmale nx,mmatc, 111 ,hare apartment. '-car
PAL!. rent 568 + electric bill. For more information go~ Student Sen i,e, Bkli; .. rcx,m
15-t ,cc Alma.
ua"111~tl rate i, S2 tor the liN 10 word,
µntl .10 per 11.cml thereafter. There i, a 10 word
( tninimum. Deadline i, Frida) :'\non prior to
publication on Thur,da).
Bring ad cop) to The P-dn American. E_mil_ia
·fall 100. Cla,,ified ad, mu,t be paid m
~d,ancc .
For tli,pla) advertising rate, call 381-2545
pr 381-~5 ➔ 1.

Saturday to an impromtu track mccl
held at A&I with some of the teams that
wen: already in Laredo.
The Border Olympics, the most re•
spected track meet in the Southwest a~
well as a very traditional meet for high
schcx,ls and colleges, cancelled it~ annual
track meet due to weather conditions and
problems with track facilities.
Tracksters then were invited to run al
Kingsville ~ith University of Texas at Sar
Antonio, Warton Jr. College. North low-.i.
South Plain~ Jr. College. Kingsvillc's A&l
and P-ctn American, being the ho~t tcarr
and champion.
In the women's division the Bronci
entered six women. Anna Martinez, ,
~ophomorc from Brownsville, _wc1s ttlc toJ
Lady Bronc placing second in the 1011_1
jump with a distance o~ 18.5 feet; _th1i
mark would qualify Martinez for National~ if officials determine the wind wa:
wii'hin standards and counted Manina"?
di~tance a~ an official one.
Fidel Guevara and Hern.in Figucro,
were the only two Broncs running in 111(
male division. with Figueroa placini
third in the 50<X) meter.
Next Thur~day. the Broncs will be on
the road to run at San Marcos' Invitational.

By Hernan Figueroa ,

••
702 W. University
Edinburg store only
383-2511

A PAU WITHOUT SUNSH·INE IS
A DAY WITHOUT SAVINGS.
EVERY DAY LOW PRICES
''SUNSHINE ICE CH EST'' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2 .99
BLACK LABOR 6pk. 12oz. CAN, REG. AND LIGHT ........ $1.59
BUDWEISER 12 pk. CANS ...................... ·. . . . . . $4.99
BUDWEISER 6pk. CANS_AND BTLS. REG. AND LIGHT .... $2.85
BUDWEISER LONG NECKS 12oz. BTLS.......... $2.79 Plus _dep.
BUSCH 6 pak. 12oz. CAN ........................... $2.29
BUSCH 12pk. CANS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.99

COORS AND COORS LIGHT 6pk. 12oz. CANS ..........
LITE 6pk. 12oz. CANS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LONE STAR AND LONE STAR LIGHT 6pk. 12oz. CANS ....
LOWENBRAU 6pk. 12oz. BTLS.........................
MICHELOB AND MICHELOB LIGHT 6pk. 12oz. BTLS......

$2.69
$2 .69
$2.69
$3.19
$2.99

MILLER 6pk. 12oz. CANS AND BTLS....................
MILWAUKEE'S BEST 6pk. 12oz. CANS ...................
OLD MILWAUKEE REG. AND LIGHT 6pk. 12oz. CAN ......
SCHLITZ 6pk. 12oz. CANS ...........................
SCHAEFER 6pk. 12oz. CAN REy. AND LIGHT ...........
TECATE 6pk. 12oz. CANS ............................

$2.85
$l.69
$1.99
$2.29
$1.59
$2.99

MOLSON GOLDEN 6pk. 12oz. BTLS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ml LLER Kl NG KAN 32oz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BUSCH QTS. 32oz. . ................................
OLD MILWAUKEE QTS. 32oz ..........................
CALIFORNIA WINE COOLER 12oz. BTLS................

$3.99
$ .99
$ .85
$ .89
$ .95

ASSORTED CANS ..................................
ICE 10 lb. BAG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NACHOS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SUNSHINE BREAD .................................
HYGEIA 1 GAL. MILK ...............................
COKE, SPRITE, DR. PEPPER, FANTA 16oz. CANS .........
LARGE EGGS , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$1.50
$ .79
$ .99
$ .69
$2.19
$ .39
$ .99

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL
* BONUS: RED STAR SPECIAL,
IF RED STAR APPEARS ON
YOUR RECEIPT MERCHANTISE IS FREE!

COME MEET YOUR FRIENDLY SUNSHINE
STAFF: JIM WRATTEN-AREA SUPERVISOR
RUDY RAMIREZ-MGR.
MARY GOMEZ-ASST. MGR.
ARNOLD PARTIDA-CASHIER

HAVE A NICE AND SAFE SPRING BREAK!
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'Jealousy game', 'ba~klashes'

Amended bill increases tuition;
Bullock charges 'gravy bowl'
By Olga Gonzalez
Staff Writer
An amendment in a House bill on college tuition calls for additional increases
to raise $250 million over the next two
years, with an added focus on professional graduate degrees. according to
Texas Stu<lent Lobby (TSL) Director Meg
Brooks.
TSL is an interest group for students
in the state capitol . The group's prime
concern is tuition.
Brooks stated that the amount began at
$120 million when tuition proposals to
help balance the state's projected deficit
were initially discussed . During Spring
Break, the House Higher Education
Committee passed Rep. Wilhelmina
Delco's tuition bill, HB 1147, a bill
designed to raise about $150 million.
After House debate Tuesday, the bill

emerged with several amendments and
new goal of $250 million.

a

According to Jerry Sander, a clerk.
resident tuition would be $8 in '86. $12
volved," Brooks said. "It's really a
in "ifl and then tuition would be indexed
jJalousy game with legislators who think
The major changes will affect graduate
at 20 percent of the cost of education.
these professionals earn too much money,
students in law, engineering and architecThis plan also calls for a nine percent set
and professionals who want to limit the
ture. Tuition for resident students per
aside for financial aid.
competition in their own fields."
credit hours over the next six year period
Non-resident general students would
beginning next Fall will be: $16, $28,
TSL will focus its energies on lobbypay $80 in '86, $100 in '87, then $20
ing senators to remove the professional
$32, $36, and $40. Non-resident students
would be added each year until tuition
degree tuition amendment, since the nlxt
in these fields will pay $120 in '86 and
reaches 100 percent of the cost of
step will take HB 1147 to the Senate com$180 after ''ir/. Medical resident students
education.
mittee
for
approval.
will pay annual amounts over the next six
These increases are deemed "pretty exOther amendments to HB ·1147 curtail
year period of:$1200, $2400, $3600,
cessive"
by George Torres, and adminthe time span for resident general tuition
$4800, and $6400. Non-resident medical
istative aide in the House Higher Educaby one year. This sets tuition increases
students will pay double these amounts
tion Committee (chaired by Delco) .
over the next five years at:$8, $14, $16,
until the rate equals 20 percent of the cost
According to Torres, both Hobby and
$18, and $20 per credit hour. Non-resiof a medical education.
Speaker
of the House Gib Lewis are
dent tuition will be $120 in '86 and $180
According to Brooks, the amendment · aftrer ''ir/.
solidly behind indexing. They are also the
is justified with the argument that upon
most powerful legislators in the Capitol .
The provision that allows non-resident
graduation, these people earn a lot of
Given these factors, this bill has a
students who marry residents to pay resimoney and should therefore pay a lot for
strong chance of passing, according to
dent tuition has also been removed.
this education. She also said that this will
Torres. He believes Gov. White's involve• Until this legislative session, TSL conhurt minorities and the poor specifically.
ment is necessary in order to remove the
sistently opposed every previous proposal
tuition plan from SB 321. The entire bill
to raise tuition. Now TSL endorses HB
seeks to raise $1.2 billion, the amount of
1147 with reservations and only after
the projected deficit.
lengthy discussion with legislative allies,
"It's time for the Governor to state
examination of the political climate and
where he stands," Torres said. "He has
discussion with students themselves.
said privately he oppo'ses indexing and
'Brooks also stated that State Com- • that he believes tuition legislation belongs
ptroller Bob Bullock's recent report
in the legislature. By not taking a stand
Even with the election so close,
against universities' and a private $3.2
publicly he is hurting the students
PAUSA still had to appoint a new Vicebillion slush fund is a "backlash against
because at the end of the session he can
President in a special Senate meeting
universities coming in and whining about
say he was opposed to indexing and that
March 6 following the resignation of budget cuts."
he fought it but couldn't do anything
Vice-Preisdent Virginia Adair. Jose
"Some schools are in trouble, but
about it."
Arevalo was appointed Vice-President on
everyone is tired of hearing about the
In response to the indexing, TSL held
the recommendation by PAUSA President
poor universities," Brooks said. "No one
a press conference Monday to express opGumencindo Ybarra and the PAUSA
wants to hear about the poor university
position to it. Brooks said that although
Senate's approval.
when UT-Austin has a $600 billion enthe conference was well attended, the
dowment. Rep. Orlando Garcia recently
press came to ask about Bullocks' report
Arevalo has been serving as Attorney
said UT considers itself the third branch
and not tuition.
General before his appointment. The vaof government."
"No one wants to hear what we have
cant position left by Arevalo was filled
Brook's questions the validity of
to say because if they give our arguments
by Brad Nibert, who was also recomany credibility, it will invalidate what they
Bullock's report since what was done was
mended by Ybarra.
(legislators) are doing to tuition," Brooks
that "they added up all the money in
said.
Also in the special meeting, members
university a ounts all over the state and
of the senate were chosen to attend the
During the conference, TSL maintaincame up $3.2 billion". The amounts vary
Texas State Student Association Convened it has worked in good faith towards
from one institution to another and a lot
tion Friday March 29 in Austin.
a tuition bill that would produce revenue
of it is money that is carried over to the
and still have a substantial set aside for
next year to pay for necessary programs.
The Senate also heard a committee
financial aide. (Delco's bill provides for
Another recent development with rereport given by Nibert, Chairman of the
a 25 percent set !!side.)
spect to college tuition is a fee bill in the
University Community Affairs CommitTSL also stated it felt betrayed by the
Senate Finance committee, SB 321, that
tee. According to Nibert, the committee
Senate bill, since they have been more
includes Lt . Gov. Bill Hobby's. tuition
is busy preparing for the Miss PAU
than reasonable in their cooperation.
plan.
Pageant which has been set for April 28
in the Fine Arts Auditorium .
pie in the profession are not getting in-

PAUSA, UCPC filing
deadline Tuesday
Filing deadline for the election of Student Association executive branch officers, student senators and University
Center Program Council officers has
been set for 4:30 p.m. Tuesday in UC
314. Elections will be held April 2-3.
Positions to be filled are PAUSA Presi. dent and Vice-President, School Senators: College of Arts & Sciences (2),
School of Business (2), School of Education (2), Division of Health Related Professions (I). Graduate Students (2) and
Senators-at-Large (2). Also to be filled
are positions of elected members of
UCPC.
Car.dirlates are required to obtain arxl
file a petition of candidacy which must
be signed by at least 50 enrolled students.
Petitions may also be picked up in UC
314. Candidates will be allowed to start
campaigning Tuesday after 4:30 p.m.
Although the election is scheduled for
the beginning of next month, as of Tuesday afternoon, PAUSA still needed to find
an election Commissioner to run the election and ~ee that all rules and regulations
are enforced.

News Briefs
Nicaraguan farmers on campus
Nicaraguan agriculture policy will be
addressed from the perspective of a large
grain, coffee, and cattle producer in LA
IOI today during Activity Period .
Juan and Piedad Tijerino, Nicaraguan
farmers, are touring five states (California, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin and
Texas) with the purpose of informing U.S.
farmers and others about ways they
believe that the Reagan Administration is
attempting to sabotage Nicaraguan efforts
to improve agriculture production and
reach food self sufficiency.
The Tijerinos are members of both a

private national union of farmers and cattle ranchers and an opposition party in
Nicaragua. They also oppose the Contras, who are supported by the Reagan
Administration, because of the damages
they have done to agriculture. This includes the burning of their own lands.
Their lecture is being sponsored by
Student Border Assistance for Refugees
from Central America (BARCA). It is
part of the national Central America
Week, declared by the coalition of
organizations involved in the sanctuary
movement.

Scholarship deadline April 1
Students interested in applying for
scholarships for the 1985-86 academic
year are encouraged to apply as soon as
possible, the deadline for applications has
been set for April I.
Scholarship applications must be at the
Financial Aid Office by this date to insure consideration for the departmental
and program scholarships available.

Students will need to include an unofficial transcript will this application and
provide the names and addresses for three
recommenders.
Applications for the Central Power
Light, Haggar and Edmonds Educational
Foundation Scholarships are also
available at the Financial Aid Office, Student Service Building, Room 186.

Fashion show set for next week
Career oriented fashions is the focus
of a fahsion show sponsored by UCPC
and Alpha Kappa Psi scheduled for
Thursday, March 28 during Activity
Period in the Ballroom.
Women's clothing is being provided by
• LCR Collectibles of Weslaco; mens
clothing by Dillards of McAllen and
Harlingen, according to UCPC Coordinator Sonia de! Angel.

"The people from LCR will be
available for discussion afterward on wardrobe coordination and stretching the
fashion dollar," del Angel said.
Besides the obvious advantages of wardrobe dres~ing, Fernando Coronado of
AKPsi stated the organizations goal is to
provide students with a good idea on how
to dress for the job interview and beyond.

Fiesta booth deadline set
Festivities for this year's Pan Am Days
have been changed from the traditional
games to a "Fiesta" featuring food
booths, music and games. Student
organizations may sign up for booth
space beginning April I at 9 a.m.
Booths must be of ethnic nature. Mexican, Central and South American foods
will only be allowed.
A hmited number of electrical outlets
"'111 be available on a first come, first

serve basis. The nine outlets will be for
use of the food booths only.
No duplications of booths will be
allowed, and organizations are being asked to have an alternative choice when
registering their booth. Deadline for applications is April 11.
Other festivities planned for Pan Am
Days are foreign film festival and a series
of lectures sponsored by the Latin
American Studies Center.

P.aving the way---Brick layers have been busy at work completing the driveway
and sidewalk area south of the communications Arts and Sriences Building. The
brick drive will lead up to the southwest entrance of the building and the handicapped parking area. Construction of the drive was delayed because of the
weak soil foundation in the area. A special material had to be layed before construction could begin.

Federal financial aid to increase
By Nora Lopez
Staff Writer
Amidst the sea of tuition increase
despair, Federal Financial Aid has thrown
in a life preserver with PAU's name on it.
While other universities financial aid
programs are being cut, PAU has received
an increase in the federal financial aid
available for its students next Fall.
Financial Aid Director Clementine
Cantu said PAU will get increases in all
three of its campus-based fe.deral financial aid programs because they were able
to justify the increases.
Because her request is sent a year in
advance, the request reflected the
economic damage of the '83 freeze and
the peso devaluation on the Valley
families' income.
Federal aid is awarded to students on' the basis of family income, assets and
family size.

"We showed that there was a drop in
the family income level, yet we had more
students coming to college," she said .
"We're in an area that is economically
depressed ... and we need more money."
Federal aid responded to the Valley's
need and increased the National Direct
Student Loans here by 18 percent, for a
total of $750,000.

PAU also received increases of over
$50,000 for the College Work-Study Program and the SEOG program. A total of
$1,030,000 will be available to students
for part-time jobs on campus, an increase
of $53,000. Under the SEOG program,
PAU w,ill be able to award almost
$700,000 in grants to needy students, an
increase of $58,000 over this year.
She added that because there is less
money, less students were able to go out
of the Valley to attend college.

"Had our students gone away to
school; those other universities would
have been able to justify more money,"
she said.
Cantu has also attributed the increases
to PAU students' good payback record on
federal loans.
"We've received increases in the past
because our students have a comparatively low default rate on their loans," she
said. "They're very aware of their
responsibilities in that regard because we
advise them in the beginning and before
they leave what their obligations are. ·

the hook as there are various rules these
students have to comply with.
Students on financial aid must be
making satisfactory progress towards
their degree in order to keep their financial aid. For example a student who has
been enrolled for one year must have accumulated at least 18 hours at the end ofthat year. If a student has been enrolled
for two years he should have 39 hours;
three years, 60 hours; four years 81 hours
and five years, 102 hours.

Cantu said, if tuition does go up, it will
be mainly the non-financial aid students
who will be hurt.

If a student does not make the
necessary progress, they are told they are
not eligible for financial aid until they
have caught up.

"If it costs more to go to school, we
will give them more,"she said.
However,this does not mean those
students who are on financial aid are off

"It caused alot of commotion at the
beginning," Cantu said. "It scared the
students because they didn't know how
it was affecting them."

Constitution revisions postponed
By Joe Vasquez
Staff Writer
The Pan American University Student
Association (PAUSA) committee assigned
the revising the present constitution has·
eliminated any hope of finishing the revisions for the April 2-3 general student
elections, according to Assistant Dean of
Students, Elvie Davis.
"It was hoped by the Spring that the
constitution would be made ready but,
since it has become a complete revision,
we decided to do away with the deadline,"
she said, "We did this to avoid rushing
through the revisions and turning out a
bad project."
The revisions were at first necessary
because representation for the merger of
·the Schools of Math and Science,
Humanities and Social Science into the
College of Arts and Sciences, wasn't provided for in the present constitution.
According to Davis, the committee is
now working on the whole constitution
which includes the executive, legislative
and judicial by-laws. The work will continue through the summer if necessary,
she said.
It was previously believed that this
revised constitution would need to be approved by the Board of Regents before the
April elections because representation for
the College of Arts and Sciences wasn't

provided for in the present constitution,
according to Gurne Ybarra , PAUSA
president.
With the Regents approval, the new
constitution could solve the representation problem but Ybarra said that this
problem was resolved with a little
research into the present constitution.
"We thought we had a problem with
the merger but the present constitution
didn't say that representation was based
on seven schools (per se)," said Ybarra,
"the present constitution is worded
broadly enough" so that any type of problem with the merger is avoided.
The present constitution did not state
that representatives would be based on
exactly seven schools but on the n!Jmber
of schools andor colleges within PAU,
said Ybarra.
Therefore, the College of Arts and
Science will be represented by only two
senators in student government.
Previously the three schools held six
senate seats. This representation will continue until the revised constitution can be
put in effect, probably by Spring '86, according to Davis.
According to Davis, "The present constitution is still not entirely satisfactory
particulary because the College should
get more representation because of its
size ."
The College consists of2,663 graduate

and undergraduate students, according to
David Zuniga, director of Admissions
and Records.
To alleviate this problem, elections for
Spring '86, if held in accordance with the
revisions, will be according to population of the schools and college, said
Davis.
Population will also be the criteria for
representation by classification. Each
class, freshman, sophomore, junior and
senior, would be allowed a certain
number of representatives according to
the class population. No set numbers
have yet been derived but Ybarra and
Davis offered an example of one senator
to each 300 students.
To accomodate freshmen who enter the
Fall semester and miss the April elections, the committee which consists of
Ybarra; Jose Arrevalo, PAUSA vice
preside11t; Davis, PAUSA adviser; Alan
Iglesias, and Letty Calvo senators, will
recommend special elections for freshmen in October, 3.
Another revision which needs to be
discussed will be whether students or
Regents need to give approval of the constituti::m first.
"It's not written anywhere but it needs
to be discussed to look at the needs of
the university," said Davis .
Senate approval will be delayed until

Fall '85 as well as student approval until
the Spring '86.
This delay in implementation has an
advantage because the newly elected representatives will not have to be dismissed in order to accomodate the new constitution which would have changed
representation in the Senate drastically.
Presently, the new constitution as written by the revision committee would
dissolve special interest group representation in the senate, however the Senators
that students will elect in early April have
the option of changing anything in the
constitution, including this section.
Ybarra feels that the student elected to
Senate seats by the schools and colleges
will already represent special interests
ano therefore these seats occupied by
special interest groups should be
removed.
He also maintains that this policy is unfair to other organizations: "how can we
have representation for greeks and not
other groups?" he asked.
Special groups represented in the
senate are University Center Program
Council, academic council, greeks.
religious organizations and dorm
students. These senators are not elected
by the general student body but by the
organizations they rL'prescnt.
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Neediest hit first by aid cuts
Secretary of Education William Bennett recently stated that pro-

Photo

==========Express

About 22 percent of aid money students received came from Pell
Grant, Work-Study and Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant
(SEOG) programs. Students who got the grants were usually the
neediest students. the study notes.
To_get most other government grants and loans, students had to pass
stringent need analyses, which keep the money from students who
don't need it.
Another problem is that more aid money is being loaned out instead of granted, leaving students deep in debt upon leaving campus.
Poorer students get most of the grants, and as family income rises,
more money is awarded as loans.
The Wisconsin study shows that the amount of need based money
awarded this year has plateaued. There has been a drop in the number '
of Pell recipients from 81-82 to 83-84, and a drop in SEOG. The work- '
study program is up, but nationwide the Guaranteed Student Loan
program is going down.
Low-income students will be the hardest hit if Congress approves
the latest round of aid cuts. With a $32,500 limit on family income,
graduate students and students from families with more than one child
in college will be adversly affected, according to the report.
The $4,000 per student a year aid cap depends on income, but at
a very low average family income ($25,000 or less) it would be
devastating to cut a student back to less than $4,000 per year.
•~ small amount of those receiving aid don't need it," says Stampen.
"But that's no reason to kill the program. It's like throwing out the
baby with the bath water."

posed federal financial aid cuts "might require (students') stereo
divesture, automobile divesture and three-weeks-at-the-beach
divesture" but otherwise 1M>uldn't hurt students. However, a new financial aid ;tudy shows that nearly 90 percent of all financial aid goes
to students who need the money.
. Right now it looks as if Pan American won't be having any financial aid cuts next year, but how about two or three years from now
when the full consequences will be felt?
The study, undertaken well ·before President Reagan unveiled his
proposal to slash student aid, contradicts Secretary of Education
William Bennett's charge that too much aid money goes to students
whose families don't need it. The study was conducted by University
of Wisconsin Professor Jacob Stampen.
Stampen dismisses Bennett's comments as "rhetoric targeted at the
middle class." The study shows very little aid money is wasted.
The President's recommendations will hit low-income aid recipients
the most. Stampen took an independent count of the recipients making a more precise study than the government, who only takes aid
estmates.
The study shows that nearly 30 percent of all college stud~nts _receive
some type of federal, state, institutional or private financial aid. Only about IO percent of financial aid awarded in 1983-84 came fro~
such "non-need" programs as Veteran's Administration funds and ment
scholarships.

1 HouR QuALiTy
PltoTo DEvdopiNG

2 j S. ClosNER
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SHOWCASE
VID·EO
MOVIE RENTALS
Mon. - Sat.
11 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Sun. 1 P.M. - 5 P.M.
1603 W. University Drive
(Beside the Economy Drive-In)
Adult Titles - $4.50
383-0446

Letter

WHAT, WHERE,
WHEN

·

-------~Bo~r-row"""'!'in-g"'lf""ro""'m~th""'e-::"d~ep~th~o~f!":"th~e""'se~in-stances, I think it will only be fair to give
all the ladies a sense of belonging despite
their nationalities.
To the Editor
Afterall, what we are looking for is a
pretty young lady who will be quintesI read with dismay one of your ~quirements for the Miss Pan Americ?n
sence of our collective aspirations, orientation, hopes, and values.
pageant coming up on April 1985 (The
Pan American, March 7, 1985).
,
You stated that an applicant among
Andy Nwosu
other pre-requisites must be a U.S. ciNOTES FROM ALL OVER
tizen. I do not buy the idea of the conAt the suggestion of a campus
lest being restricted !O only the citizens.
newspaper columnist, a capacity crowd
in Duke University's cafeteria hurled
This institution like others in the counhome fries, mashed potatoes, spaghetti,
try embraces students from difrerent parts
of the world. Therefore, the position of
chicken nuggets and various veggies. Officials claim that food fight was not a proa beauty queen should be open to all interested ladies in the school.
test of cafeteria fool ... T~nnites revolted
Again, you seem to overlook the fact
in Nichols State's cafeteria, pouring out
that these are students who are residents
of the walls during lunch hour. A local
of Texas but not citizens, whom you have
exterminator says the swarm was lookalready disqualified.
ing for a wanner residence ... Michigan
In 1984, The Miss Texas Southern
State University horticulturists claim
University of Houston was from Nigeria.
they're national leaders in pickle production m~hflnization and "one of the top
In the same year, the University of
twu,or three in overall pickle research."
Arkansas crowned a Phillippine their
beauty queen, (Eboey,. April 1984)

MiSS Pan Am
requirement Unjust

THU _ _ _ _ _ _ _,
Bible Study. The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship is sponsoring the
bible study at several locations around campus: BA Room 223 during activity period, outside the LRC from 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. and
in the Men's Dorm third floor lounge from 7 p.m.-8 p.m.
ROTC Booth. Students interested in the ROTC and Corps of Cadets
can come by the information booth located in front of the Snack Bar
from 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Religious Discussions. The Latter Day Saints Students Association
is sponsoring the discussion during activity period in the PE Complex Room D 113.
Leadership Development Series. Gumecindo Ybarra, PAUSA President will speak on "Situational Leadership," in the Ballroom during
activity period.

S[e.iN

,

686-6847
4019 N. 10TH AT NOLANA - NORTHCROSS
SHOPPING MALL, McALLEN, TEXAS

-------------------------------FREE
FRIES

WITH PURCHASE OF ANY GIANT

BAN THE BURGER

~

NEW~

RESTAtlR.ANT

WANTS PAU STUDENTS TO
"BAN THE BURGER" AND
EN[OY A FREE ORDER OF
FRIES WITH THE PURCHASE
OF ANY GIANT SUB
"CHOOSE FROM THE BEST SELECTION OF"
SUB IN THE VALLEY
ALSO SERVING BEER, WINE eJ SPARE PARTS
"WE MANUFACTURE GOOD FOOD"

.

18.1" NEA

lo,o,c:i,c-., MTN

Bake Sale. The College Assistance Migrant Program will be in frOAt
l<>f the LAC from 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

.$JNDwrcH ·H,u.

.

FREE
FRIES

,·.

COUPON
The Sandwich Mill

'

FRI

.

Editor Positions Open
Application Deadline April 1st

SAT

Free Car Wash. The Pre-Med/Bio Med Club will sponsor the car wash
,from 11 a.m.-3 p.m. at Dube's Glass Co. on N. 23rd in McAllen.

TUE

,:;;;.;,..

Aerobics Demonstration. The demonstration, sponsored by UCPC,
will be held UC Ballroom from 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

·-,.._.

------

THe FoReca~-r:
NUCLeaR

Deadline for submitting events for the Activity Calendar is the Monday prior to when event is scheduled to take place. Information should
be turned in to Porfirio Villarreal in Emilia Hall Room 100.

WiNTeR.
Cotlege Press Service

There's Always Som,tbing

Watch yer slanguage
Talk. Talk.
All you ever do is talk talk.
Probably one of the greatest things
about formal education especially in
language is the fact that the more you
know about it. th easier it is to abuse the
language by creating slang. (Forgive me.
Mrs. Harwell)
Slang is really not quite the monster
it seems to be. It is just a kind of short
cut used to express yourself.
Although you are taking liberties with ..
the language when you do so in a sense
you arc merely borrowing from that
language.
Perhaps an example is in order.
"Like fer sure."
''I'm so<)()(J sure."
"Really. it was totally bitchin"',

"It was bien de aquellas."
Or may be answering a phone call:
"No esta mi jefe. pero my carnal is here".

I first got into slang when I was taking
Latin in high school that really upsets
slow thinkers. ltay asway unray otay rytay.
Maybe we use slang because we want
to disguise what we arc actually saying
from others.

"Yeah right."
"Massive."
"Awesome."
These are just a smattering of the eight
or nine convos (conversations to you and
me) that I heard this morning. To which
I aptly replied. "Come one you guys. I
can't write any slime if'you all don't get
·~over it and shut up.

I distinctly remember my parencs spelling things out when I was younger.
(Which is why I studied and became a
spelling bee champ---1 had to know what
the heck they were talking about.)
Oh well.
Then again, maybe slang is just anothe1
type of fashion trend we follow.
I remember the first couple of time!
I said the word 'dammit' I thought I was
so cool. Then I said it at home and has
10 practically autoclave my buccal cavity. Thanks Mom.

l>o people really shut up?
Getting back to why we even use slang.·
I think it is because we tend to try to
make things as personalized as possible-so we change things to tit our immediate
frame of mind.

Applications are being taken for the position of
editor of The Pan American and El Bronco. Deadline
is 4:30 p.m. April 1st.
Applicants may pick up the necessary forms in
Emilia Hall 100.
• have at least a 2.00 GPA
• have a minimum of 60 semester hours
• have a least one course in reporting, and one
in editing; or have equivalent professional experience, or have two years experience on The Pan
American or El Bronco.
• be in good standing with the Division of Student Affairs.
In addition to the application form, applicants
should provide the names of three references whom
they have asked to write IEttters of recommendation ·
directly to the adviser.
They should also include a statement of their
philosophy of policies for the operation of the
newspaper.

Personalfy I use slang to confuse people on purpose of course.
But my slang isn't really true slang
because I sneak in all kinds of language
just to see whether anyone can keep up
with me.

Ella de los Santos
HART, TORRICELL WANT ALL
STUDENTS IN 'NATIONAL YOUTH
SERVICE'
Colorado Sen. Gary Hart and Rep.
Robert G. Torricelli, D-N.J., introduced identical plans into the Senate and the
House requiring young men and women
to serve at least one year in national
domestic or military service.
The "national youth service" would require 12 to 24 months or service, and
issues penalties for non-compliance.

The Pan American
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STEPS TO

SUCCESS

STARTING WITH ROTC .

BASIC CAMP
• MANAGEMENT TRAINING
ASK FOR DETAILS
DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY SCIENCE
381-3600

.

,' ;

NORTHCROSS SHOPPING CENTER, McALLEN

Evangelism Training. The Baptist Student Union is sponsoring the
training from 11:45 a.m.-12:30 p.m. in the Baptist Student Center.

.

• 6 WEEKS All EXPENSES PAID
• $675 ADDITIONAL EARNINGS
• NO OBLIGATION

SHARE IN A UNIQUE, FUN & ADVENTUROUS SUMMER IN
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
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Baseball _hosts Jody Ramsey tourney

. The ba-.cball team will h~st the Umver- . The M 1~m1-PAU game went to 10 mns1ty of Northern Iowa tomgh_t at 7 p.m . m~s a~ reh~f !ason Loreth (3-1) allo~ed
and again tomorrow at 7 p.m . 10 the 6-day M1am1 no hit m the final 9th and 10th mJody Ramsey tournament held annually nings. Marin's homer and a ~ingle by
at Jody Rams_ey ~tad1u~ .
Brown enabled the game to go mto extra
Broncs 3, Miami (Ohio) 2
innings.
Victor Marin. Mike Brown and Al~n Broncs 13, U of Northern Iowa 2
Guerra each hit three home runs to hft
Guerra, starting for the first time this
th~ Br?ncs to~ double-header ~weep overf season homered, walked and singled in
M1am1 of Oh10. 3-2 and University o the Broncs runaway victory 13-2, as
UNI's Tim Statinksy took the loss.
Northern Iowa 13-2 .

Engraving

Michigan 2, Broncs O
Living up to their #18 national ranking. the Michigan Wolverines shut out the
Broncs Monday night, in their second
contest of the Jody Ramsey tourney.
Freshman Wolverine Mike Ignasiak
halted PAU to only thre; singles. P.J. Inglesias managed to hit a infield hit after
Joe Heeney was robbed of an extra base
hit when centerfielder Mike Waters
caught Heeney's line drive.
Donald Guillot singled in the third
which set up his 19th stolen base out of
20 tries. Kurt Schuring singled in the fifth
for the Bronc's only other hit.
For the Wolverines. Casey Close hit a
home run and Rande Wolfe hit a runscoring double to pull out the defending
Big 10 champions.
The Oklahoma Sooners. winners of the
Palm Valley Tournament, claimed the
Citrus Tournament last week. The
Sooners, ranked in the nation's top ten
of NCAA schools never lost a game in
the two weeks of play. Due to rain on Friday and Saturday the remaining games ·
were cancelled and Oklahoma was proclaimed the overall winner.

fewelry
Watch Repair

Gift Wrapping

Michigan U, Broncs 0

PHONE FOR AN APPOINTMENT

!

JSJ-9012
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JOE FALCON

BOBBY FALCott
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EDINBURG

NORMA DELEON
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KAYI>R() 2, $1295.

COMPLETE WITH SOFfWARE.
For $1295, a Kaypro 2 not only comes complete
with all the hardware you need, it comes complete
with all the software you need:
• Word Processing/Spelling
• Data Base Management (filing/
reporting) • Financial Spread,
sheeting. And with CP/M,
Kaypro can run thousands of
other programs for more specialized
needs. Come in today for a ~~~~~~
complete demonstration. Th;c:.;ie;; Bus;e;Tomputer.

Powering their way in the Citrus
tourney, Thursday, the Michigan Wolverines along with their ace pitcher, Scott
Kamieniecki overpowered the Broncs
12-0.
Kamienieck limited PAU to only a third
inning single by Donald Guillot. Guillot
had walked in the 1st and Tim McCormick walked in the 5th and were the only two Broncs to reach base.
The Wolverines banged out 16 hits for
three runs a piece. In the 2nd inning
Barry Larkin, Big Ten player of the year
ripped Bronc relief pitcher Paul Camilo
for a three-run homer.
Randy Wolfe also hit a two-run homer
in the third and C.J. Beshke contributed
three hits.

Game 1) Broncs 7, Arkansas State 2
Game 2) Broncs 2, Kansas State I
Wednesday the Broncs ended on a
positive note. winning two of their games
Arkansas State, 7-2 and Kansas 2-1.
The Broncs jumped out to an early 1-0

South Texas Calculators
1307 Pecan - McAllen
687-5371

NORTH 10TH &
TAMARACK
686-8409

The Bronc netters return of action next
Wednesday when they embark on a road
campaign against Houston Baptist, Rice
and Houston on consecutive dates with
all the matches being played at the
University of Houston .
The 13-8 Broncs are corning off an impressive Spring Break home victory
against Oklahoma Baptist University, 6-3
Monday March 11 at Orville Cox Stadium.
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McConnell and Wayne Simmons. three
Arkansas State errors and three singles
by Flores. Neri Pena and Savarino.
Victor Marin and Joe Heeney. both
Bronc captains walked with one out in
the seventh inning, scoring the winning
run without a hit. Marin got to home
from second base when Heeney slid to
second to break up a double play on a
ground ball by P.J. Iglesias.
Kansas State 3, Broncs 2
The Broncs took Kansas State to ten
innings Tuesday but came away losing
3-2.
K-State's pitcher Tom Smith halted
PAU on three hits. while the Broncs lost
on an unearned run in the 10th inning.
Scott Gilbert hit his third single to drive
in Kansas State's winninl-! run.
Heeney was PAU's main scorer with
two runs after being hit by a pitched ball
and walking to lead off innings.
Then PAU tried to come back and win
the game in the seventh when Chance
McConnell first doubled and Guillot hit
a bunt single with Pena walking to first
to load the bases with nobody out.
Smith then escaped the Bronc comeback with a ground out. and stopped a
squeeze play and fly ball.

Broncs 7, Texas A&M 5
The Broncs kicked off their first game
of the Citrus Tournament Monday with
a victory overed heavlly favored Texas
A&M Aggies, 7-5.
McConnell hit the biggest hit of his
career when he ripped the first pitch for
a bases-loaded double that bounced off
the sign in left field.
Heeney, Iglesias, and Rene Soza had
hit solid singles to cut A&M's lead to I
5-4. Kurt Schuring walked then McConnell blasted his big hit off the left field
fence.
Marin ended the thriller by catching a
deep line drive by the Aggie's Buddy
Haney. Marin raced to the scoreboard
came up· and caught the ball and ended
up on the grass with the ball in his hand.

Netters to Houston
March 27
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201 S. 17TH

687-5392
McALLEN

JusTi~ RopERS

FoR LAdiEs TAN' & GREY
20% OFF
JusT ARRivEd: MEN's ANd LAdiEs' LEE JEANS
1000/o COTTON & STRETClt

By Vivien Benbow

Sports Editor

Jody Ramsey tourney underway till Saturdav
The Bronc baseball team is currently hosting their annual Jody
ment this week. with games being played everyday at I. 4 and 7
will take on the University of Northern Iowa at 7 p. m . . again on
and Saturday they will face off against Miami of Ohio at 4 p.m.
7 p.m. So come on out and support the Broncs!

Netters to Houston Mar. 27 after Midwestern
State Wednesday
The Netters took on Midwestern State of Wichita Falls yesterday and next Wednesday they will travel to Houstonfor games against Houston Baptist. Rice. Uniwrsit)
of Houston and Texas Southern.
The Netters were bu~y competing during spring break. they were victorious owr
Oklahoma Baptist here. March II 6-3. At the HEB Invitational they came up against
top teams as Texas Christian. Baylor. University of Utah and San Diego.
Netter Bob Bell managed to get in some good tennis action by winning the McAllen
Raquel Club's Open Tennis Tournament. Bell defeated Abraham Pcdron of Mission.
7-5. 6-2 in the finals.
Udo Graf teamed up with Coach Bryce Young to take the doubles championship
and Young also won the men's 35 and over singles crown. f'nnor:itulations Netters!

Intramural news---archery forms due
lntram~ral volleyball play-offs were held Tuesday night. and the "Ace's" were thl'
overall winners defeatmg the "K-Spiker's" with scores of 16-14. 9-15 and 15-11. The
team members are Sylvester Asebedo. Mary Cruz. Rene De la Rosa. Jaiver Martinez, John Richards. "Chevy" Isabel Cabrera. Rosalia Alaniz. Monica Silva. Rid
Escobar and Cindy Solis.
Archery entry forms arc due Friday with the tourney kicking off March 26th. The
forms ~an be turned rnto Coach Sturdivant's office and team basketball entry fonm
are .ava1lable and can be turned into the Athletic office by Friday. the tourney will
hegm Mar. 26. underway in April.

Golfers putt at Houston's All-American Mar. 26
The Bronc_ golf team is currently qualifying for the All-American tournament hcli
Ma_r._ 26-30 m _Houston. Coach Tony Guerrero feels the competition will be com
pet1t1ve but sa1_d he had seen great improvement in the team since last year.
The Un~vers1ty of Hou~ton walked off with the Border Olympics champiomhir
March JO m Laredo. UH 1s also ranked the number I team in the nation alono wit~
UCLA 2) and Oklahoma State 3).
~
Pam Am placed 13th and the individual scorers for the Broncs were Lars Tamen
80-78-76 (234). Mike Brisky 79-78-77 (234). Martin Olsson 76-81-78 (235). Randy
Conroy 81-76-79 (236). Berti] Marje 78-85-76 (239) and David Foley shot a 82-82-77
(241).

Buns do last battle Monday night at the Big
Apple
If you've got it then show it off! This Monday night is the last night of the "Battle
of the Buns." contest where contestants can compete for the finals held April I
Pre-liminary winners can win $10 and movie tickets with the top two of both the
men's and women's division going to the finals April I. where they will have a chanc1·
to walk or "strut" off with $100 cash. PAU Students with ID arc admitted for $ 1
and you can enter an hour before the contest.
That's my line for Sports Lines this week. remember if you or your club has an
important sporting event coming up. drop it by Emilia Hall. Room 100 the Monda)
before publication.

THIS WEEK's PAU GAMES,
JODY RAMSEY TOURNAMENT

.~

Saxon, 6-3, 6-4, 7-6 and 7-4 in the
tie-breaker.
Ryder-Perez defeated Hamdan-Fink,
6-3, 6-2; Nunez-Graf defeated
Shaughnes~-y-Northcut, 6-4, 6-2 for the
Broncs only doubles victory.

11

~j

Tracksters run well
After competing at SWT invitational
at San Marcos on Friday March the 8th,
the Broncs workout in preparation for

••••••vvr1r11rs ••m11r1rva•·
AU.

• AboRTioN
• PREGNANCY TESTiNG
• BiRTh CONTROL SERvicES
• PRoblo, PREGNANCY Co11NsdiNG

SER\/icES
Sn1iuly
Co,,ifidENTi4I

FORMERLY TREASURE HILLS WOMENS CENTER

428-6242

SUITE 35

• LOCATIONS IN AUSTIN, CORPUS, EL PASO, SAN ANTONIO & WICHITA FALLS

AcAdEM)' of ToTAl FAsltioN
2201 NoRTh 10Th (PETiTE MALO
McALLEN

687-7628

HAiRClJTS: $4
PERMS:
$12

ANd
ANd

up
u·p

No AppoiNTMENTs NECESSARY

8 A.M. -

in Mexican & American Food and Breakfast
- - - DAILY SPECIALS - - Enchilada Plate
Tuesday:

Mexican Plate

Wednesday:

Taco Plate
Chicken Fried Steak

Thursday:

Chalupa Plate
Chopped Steak

Friday:

Chicken Envueltos .............. . 2.79
....... 2.99
Fried Fish
Fajita al Kilo (Dinner for 2) ...... $9.9
Fri. - Sat.
Sun. from Sat.

24 hours
6 a.m. 11 p.m.

8 P.M.

OPEN SUNDAYS

One test where only
you know the score.

their next meet at Kingsville\ Relays.
Tracksters also i<X)k forw.ird to qualify
for the university of Texas relays which
is one of the biggest track meets on the
nation.
With universities like u·r Baylor.
Wayland Baptist and UTSA mong the
Broncs this season due to the fact that
some ofthe:;c school have in their teams
runners that competed in the olympic
games last summer.
Although several ·o f the Broncs try their
best. the highest place earned by any PAU
runner was a fourth place in the 5000
meter race by Hernan Figueroa with a
time of 14 :48: 10.
In the womens division the best performances were from PAU's middle
distance runners Toya Castillo, Liz Pittman and Letha Selby in the 800 meter
and the 1500 meter run.
With only two track meets left in the
season. Kingsville invitational and UT
relays, the Lady Broncs have thier last
two opportunities to qualify for national\.
TRIPS TO MEXICO • TWO WAY RADIO
AIR-CONOITION

EDINBURG TAXI
511 E. CANO

383-6666 or 383-6532

(Check One)

Yes

No

□□
□□
□□
□□

Do you want to be the
only one who knows
when you use an earlv
pregnancy test?
Would you prefer a test
that's totally private to
perform and totally
private to read?
Would you like a test
that's portable, so you
can carry it with you and
read it in private?
And how about a simple,
one-step test with a dramatic color change that's
easy to read and is 98%
accurate?

1012 S. ClOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS

383-5676

Ramsey Tournap.m . Today PAL,
Friday at 7 p.m .
and Mi,higan at

Francisco Hamdan won his match to
lead the Bronc victory as he disposed of
OBU's top seed Tom Ryder, 6-3, 6-2.
Augustin Salazar defeated Norman
Weber and Ruben Nunez downed Phillip
DAY
DATE
OPPONENT
TIME
Perez: 1-5, 6-2.
Monday
Mar. 18
Michigan
7 p.m.*
The remaining Bronc results were
Tuesday
Mar. 19
Miami (Ohio)
4 p.111.
Roilan Fuller defeated Steve Saxon, 7-5,
Mar. 20
Michigan
7 p.111.
6-2; Jonas Olsson lost td Jim Shaugh- Wednesday
Mar. 21
Northern Iowa
7 p.m.
nessy, 6-3, 6-2; and Udo Graf def~~d .Thursday
Friday
Mar. 22
Northern Iowa
7 p.m.
Lane Northcut. 6-0, 6-1.
,
Satµrday
Mar. 23
Miami (Ohio)
4 p.m.
The No. I doubles team, S~rFuller lost a close deci~ien·-~,
r- _Saturday
_ _ _ _ _ _ _Mar.
_ _23
_ _ _ _ _Michig.in,
..,.....,..........., __,
____
~- ..........
r, , .... ...,....,..._
;
..7 n.m _

2220 HAINE

20% OFF

Sports Lines

lead when Bill Savarino doubled after a
walk to Rene Flores. Then PAU hit five
runs with two out on doubles bv Ch:ince

arc
pecia
Big Mexican Plate
eef Guisado, .Spanish
ice, Ranchero Beans.
2 Tortillas, Salad, and
a· Jalapeiio.

$2.29
-\I.I . \I lk \k(JI , IJ \l'I ( 1\ 1

c i'\l(JS

I Ok S \\II l\l'IJ Sl'l'ISII
klCI ;.. k l'C 111 k/J 111 I ' S

$1.98
If you checked "Yes" to
the above, EPT PWS is for
you. Use it, and only IJOU
will know your test score.

For Faster Service
call in an order

383-0725
Across from Pan Am
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Cops need ethical training says C. J. Prof.
Police officers need to have ethics inculcated as part of their overall training
in academies, said Criminal Justice Professor David L. Carter, when he spoke
before a Philosophy Club meeting
Tuesday.
Quoting from noted author Larry Sherman on the subject of ethics and deadly
force, Carter stated that few vocations are
as ethically demanding or morally complex as criminal justice.
"No other occupation requires its
members to make moral judgements
about how other people have behaved,
and then to make and implement moral
judgemepts about how society should resond to them," he qouted. "No other occupations is legally empowered with the
discretion to kill people on that basis."

Besides this, Carter also discussed the
wide discretion afforded police officers
in given situations, along with the
sociali.7.ation process endemic to the field.
Factors such as the weather, the time
of day and how soon an officer gets off
duty, and "perfonnance measures" (i.e.
quotas), determine what action an officer
will take after observing a traffic violation for example, according to Carter.
In addition, there is also a certain occupational sociali.7.ation process that takes
place and leads to alienation, isolation,
authoritarianism, and cynicism, in officers. Carter said that decisions are often
based on such characteristics.
Other effects of the socialization process is a "zoo keeper" and "asshole"
mentality. Carter said officers often

as though its them against the
"I fault the training process for the lack
"animals" on the streets and having to
of ethics in the field," Carter said " . . 1
make sure "no one escapes from the roo"
. rather than a symbolic code of ethics
{i.e. the zoo usually being the ghettos).
. . . officers should treat ethics as a
Carter also cited the work of sophilosophy, it should be a demeanor that ,
ciologist John Van Maanen, who has
is engendered in them during their training."
written a classic entitled "The Asshole",
He recommends a selection process
dealing with police behavior.
that measures such qualities as intergriIn it he outlines three categories of
citizens: the "no nothing", the
ty, and training that focuses on moral
"suspicious person", and the "assholes".
ethics as well as the rule of law and
The last one refers to those people who
organizational constraints.
don't show proper respect for officers and
generally give them a hard time. The
Carter also stated that presently there
socialization process and peer pressure
exists a small and slow movement towards
lead officers to react by wanting to teach
that goal. He cited groups such as Police
them a lesson and to change the "assExecutive Research Finn (PERF) which
hole's" attitude. This usually means barseeks to find ways of performing the job
rassment and brutality, since according . _ and meeting the goals of the system and
to Carter, "it's no crime to be an asshole."
society.
behave

No living author this year

CALL DAYS.EVENINGS
aWEEICENDS:

3302 BOCA CHICO
SUITE 203
BROWNSVILLE, TX 71521 .
(512J 541-2454
'·

,-111f7 N. dNTAAL EXP.
CENTER

ftlf ...........

by Rose Marie Herbert

Photo by Robert Alaniz.
TARZAN THE LEGMAN left his jungle paradise long enough to set the stage
on fire and win the first place title in the male division of the Hot Legs contest
sponsored by Kappa Sigma fraternity. His sizzling performance was rewarded
with the title "Mr. Hot Legs" and a cash prize of $50.

Classical guitarist goes solo
Classical guitarist, John Ford, will appear in solo recital at the Pan American
Fine Arts Recital Hall March 22, 1985,
at 8:00 p.m . General admission is $5.00
and StudentSenior Citizen is $3.00
A graduate of McAllen High School,
Ford Attended Pan American University on the Spillar music scholarship before
transferring to Trinity University in San
Antonio for a guitar concentration. He
graduated in 1971, having earned the first
bachelor of music degree with a guitar
concentration in the state of Texas. In
1974, he earned a master of arts degree
from Trinity with the same concentration.
Ford has studied extensively in Mexico City at the Estudio de Arte Guitarristico with, and by personal invitation
of its' founder and director, Manuel
Lopez Ramos. In December of 1980, he
was awared that institutions coveted
Diploma after completing the seven years
course of study.
Other teachers he has studied with include: David Underwook; Christopher
Parkening; as weJI as Celin and Pepe
Romero of the renown family quartet.
Ford has published articles in
"Creative Guitar International" on the
music for guitar, and life of famed Mexican composer, Julian Carrillo; is a
former instructor at Pan American
University in Edinburg; has been a
featured soloist with the Rio Grande
Valley Symphony Orchestra, as well as
the San Antonio Guitar Society; was
selected by the national Jaycees in 1981
as an outstanding Young Man of America; and is scheduled to present a concert debut in Mexico City by personal in-

Classified

GUARANTEED STUDENT WANS now
available for '85 semesters. Call Jim Purcell
686-2037 or 585-7970. Phoenix Financial
Network.
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44 through
the U.S. government? Get the facts today! Call
1-312-742-1142 Ext. 8300-A.

vitation of the president of Juventudes
Musicales de Mexico. He is currently on
the faculty of Texas Southmost College.
The foJlowing selections will be
presented on the forthcoming program:
Suite in Modo Poloico by Alexandre
Transman; Serenata Burlesca, Trova, and
Turegano by Federico Torroba; Chaconne
by J.S. Bach; Homenaje (Pour le
Tombeau de Debussy) by Manuel de
Falla; Chanson and Scherzino Mexican
by Manuel M. Ponce; Movimiento
Perpetuo and El Colibri by Julio S.
Sagreras; Etudes 8 and 11 by Heitor Villalobos; Serenat Burlesca by · Joaquin
Malata; and Asturias by Isaac Albeniz.

ii

PLANNED PARENTHOOD:
It Makes Sense.
J

For contraceptive care, pregnancy and VD
testing, counselin~, and educational programs.
MISSION 585-4575

WESLACO 968-5039
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UNIVERSITY CENTER PROGRAM
COUNCIL/ ALPHA KAPPA PSI
NO ADMISSION CHARGED
F.ultioNs pRovidEd by DillARds ANd LCR CollEcTAblEs.
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by Jae-Lin
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Proclaim it u,lth Balloona
at eoel'fl occo,ion.
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Society Affairs

Jacque Hull, Owner
4801 l'forth 10th

: - LATE . SHOW

McAUga,..'.I.e.ue 7BM>l

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
ONLY

SAME SHOWS AS ABOVE

611!-~262

••

HEY PAN AM
STUDENTS!

DRESS FOR SUCCESS
FASHION ·SHOW
MARCH 28, 1985
UC BALLROOM
10:30 a.m. ~ - 11:30 a.m.
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ED.Joy a little extra Balloon
ell:cltement with our
Characters for Adults!

PHARR '787-9431
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McALLEN 686-6671

EDINBURG 383-5082

~x
I EXAS VI DEO-tS
(SALES & RENfALS)

BEST SELECTION
IN

VHS & BETA

160 TITLES & MORE TO COME!!
THE BEST IN -ESSEX- VIDEO CLASSICS BIZARRE VIDEOS - FANTASY VIDEOS!!

Get your hair cut on Tuesdays
or Wednesdays for only $8!
by professionals.

Northern Telecom
...A Rational Career Choice

Faculty welcome too!
PAU ID required.

FOR SALE

SHORT CUTS
3000 North 10th Street 11 B11
McAIJen, Tuxas 78501

POIITABLE COMPUTER Casio FP- 100, 8K
RAM. 32K ROM, Basic and spreadsheet List
$500. will take $350. 682-4440

Next to The Rose behind
SAS Shoes

Classified rate is $2 for the first 10 words
and .10 per word thereafter. There is a 10 word
minimum. Deadline is Friday Noon prior to
publication on Thursday.
Bring ad copy to The Pan American, Emilia
Hall 100. Classified ads must be paid in
advance.
For display advertising rates call 381-2545
or 381-2541.

Nobel Prize winning author Isaac
Bashevis Singer is scheduled to speak at
PAU in October as part of the Living
Author Series. Dr. Bob Dowell, coordinator of the Series, had been negotiating to bring author Chaim Potok to the
campus this spring, however, scheduling
proved insurmountable.
Although the Living Author Series was
begun eight years ago by the School of
Humanities, the English Department,
through the efforts of Dr. Dowell and Dr.
Haule, is presently most directly involved. Singer will be the second Nobel Prize
winner to speak at the University as part
of the Series. Polish-born poet and novelist Czeslaw Milosz, who won the Nobel
Prize for Literature in 1980, visited the
campus in 1982. Some other authors who
have participated in the program include
Edward Albee, James Dickey, Larry McMurty, and Margaret Atwood.
The Living Author Series usually includes two sessions. On Wednesday evening, the author reads from or discusses
his or her works followed by a question
and answer session. If a film has been
made from one of the author's works, that
may also be presented. When Margaret
Atwood spoke here, a group of PAU

students presented a dramatic production
of some of her short stories. The second
session is on the following Thursday during Activity Period. The author will again
read from his or her works. There is a
charge to attend the Series in order of offset the cost of bringing the author to the
University, which includes expenses plus
a fee of up to $5,000.
According to Dr. Dowell, getting a major writer to participate in the Living
Author Series is difficult not only because of the cost involved, but also because of scheduling problems. In addition to fitting into the author's schedule,
plans must be within the English Department to prepare students for the visit.
This is done through class discussions,
reading, and writing assignments on the
author's works. The University keeps the
local public schools informed and involved as well.
There are two facets to the Living
Author Series. First there is the author's
presentation. Then a call is sent out for
papers from colleges and universities all
over the country dealing with the author
and his works. Dr. Haule and an editorial
board screens and edits these papers and
the University publishes them. Then they
are sold to scholars, libraries, teachers
and individuals.
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Nobel winning author scheduled for Oc~ober
Staff Writer

hALLAS, TX 71~3
(214) 750-0317
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The merger of computer technology and telecommunications has made
our industry THE growth field for the 80's and beyond. As a dynamic
company that deals in communications technology, we can offer a
wealth of challenges to graduates in Engineering, Computer Science,
Marketing, Finance, Accounting, Business Administration and
Personnel. With facilities in 14 major U.S. cities, we can probably match
your desires with an area that offers the climate and amenities you wa.!lt.

With This ad receive
a extra 5% discount.

631-0013
Take a short cut to

GREAT LOOKS!

LA

Since we believe in promotion based on achievement, you can set your
own pace for advancement. We offer industry-competitive
compensation and our benefit program ranks among the best in the
industry. Talk to our recruiter during his or her next visit to your campus.
We will be h~ppy to answer all of your questions about locations, project
assignments, and our projected growth.
See your placement office to schedule an Interview with our division
representative from 10S/Rlchardson on campus March 26.

PARRillA

For more information, send a resume or a letter to:

RESTAURANT

Northern Telecom Inc.
Manager, College Relations
259 Cumberland Bend
Nashville, TN 37228
An equal opportunity employer m/f/h

"BEST BOTANA IN THE VALLEY"

Get a smile to go.

Charbroiled steaks, Fajitas,
Seafood & Mexican Food
PRIVATE DINING AREA
1328 N. Closner, Edinburg, Texas

SENd ThE FTD.

Pick-ME·Up®

• Now Serving

Bououn.

Your Favorite
Cocktails •

ORDER EARLY

AllEN FloRAl by Bmy INc.
J8J-JJ62, JSJ-6822

1J20 N. ClosNER, EdiNhURG,

~~=====
•Registered tr..dermrk of Florists'
Tr.msworid Delr;ery Association.

PHONE: 383-9066
SUN -THURS
11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
· FRI. & SAT.
11 a.m.-11 p.m.

• Now ServingYour Favorite
Cor.ktalls •

OFF
BOTANA PLATTER
Tostadas with beef and cheese,
guacamole and Fajitas.

We hire talent
....... no,thatn

I " tolocom

MANUFACTURING PLANTS & RESEARCH FACILITIES: Ann Arbor Ml
• Atlanta, GA • Concord, NH • Creedmoor, NC • Marlton, NJ •
'
Minnetonka, MN• Morton Grove, IL• Mountain View, CA• Nashville
TN• Raleigh, NC• Richardson, TX• San Diego, CA• Santa Clara, CA•
West Palm Beach, FL
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11 of 23 accounts recommended for funding
.

'"\

Athletics approved for $300,000, the largest budget requested
Only II of 23 budgets submitted for student service fee funding were approved and recommended by the Student Affairs
Advisory Committee Monday.
However, Dean of Students Judy Vinson will recommend
to President Nevarez that all the accounts presently funded by
service fees be funded at their current level.
"Onr way or another these accounts need to be funded," Vinson said. "They are important and a necessary contribution
to student life."
"I see only two choices, either 10 fund them from auxillary
monies. or increase students service fees," she added.
The committee was given the task of balancing the $1 million
student service fee budget. Of that, athletics requested $569,4Z7
with a proposed income pledge of $Z75,000.
All accounts were approved for funding at the same level
as 1984-85, with the exception of Student Health Services which
received an increase for hiring of a physician to replace those
leaving.
Vice President for Business Affairs Dr. Roy Flores addressed

the committee and said he was expecting $1 million in student
service fees collected for the upcoming year. In determining
how the $1 million should be spent, the committee had to consider two stipulations set by the administration:
I. II percent of the total budget must be encumbered for cost
recovery of the university, and
2. Athletics, the largest budget funded by student service
fees. should not suffer major cuts.
.
The committee attempted to identify those student services
which they thought were absolutely essential to the student body
and recommended zero growth funding for all but two of those
services, said Elvie Davis, assistant dean of students.
"We feel distressed by the fact that many, other student services beneficial to students cannot be funded with student service fees," said Brad Nibert, committee member.
Added to its funding recommendations, the committee added a list of those programs which they hoped might be funded
from other sources within the university.
In addition to funding, the committee made some general

recommendations in an 'effort to improve the funding process
of student service in the future .
The general recommendations include:

• a ceiling of 30 percent of allocated student service fees
should be set uo for athletics.

• the accounting system for student service fees/AES fund
group should be restructured so that student services fees can
be identified separately from other funds.

• student service fees should be increased and/or a health
fee. an athletics fee. and/or a Unversity Center fee should be
instituted.

• the committee should make recommendations regarding the
use of unallocated and unspent student service fees .

Request for funds for several accounts within student service fees are determined by Dr. Flores based on state auditing
procedures. These include the maintenance and utility expenses
for the University Center and areas utilized by student affairs.
Serving on the Student Affairs Advbory Committee tr.is year
are: UCPC Vice President Alex Tapia. newspaper editor Ella
de los Santos. PAUSA representative Nibert. and student appointees Alan Iglesias. Jose Arevalo and J.R. Garza.
Also faculty members Jack Holliday. Sandra Carraras and
Stanley Shabowich and Davis. Vinson is an cx-oficio member
of the committee.

• the vice president for business affairs should review the
presently policy of encumbering II percent for university cost
recovery.
• given the limitations of student service fees, athletics should
become increasingly self-supporting, should seek funds from
other sources, or should reduce its budget requirements.
• up to 50 percent of surplus income should be awarded to
the account manager who generated the income. Accounts over
50 percent should be negotiated with the Dean of Students.
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Candidates debate Tuesday

News Briefs 2 tickets file for PAUSA seats

Nursing degree applications due
Persons interested in earning an
associate degree in nursing have until
March 31 to submit their applications to
P.Jn American University\ associate
degree nursing program.
Classes for the next group of associate
degree students begin next fall.
Persons who arc already licensed vocational nurses (LVN's) may take a
challenge examination April 23. 1985 that

would give them credit for and permit
them to by-pass the introductory course,
"Fundamentals for Nursing."
The examination will be give al 1:00
p.m. in the Nursing Building Room 210.
To be eligible to take the exam, persons
must apply by March ,31.
For more information, call the Department of Nursing Education at (512)
381-3491.

Editorship forms due Tuesday
Application deadline for the editorships
of .. The Pan American" newspaper and
the .. El Bronco" yearbook is set for
Tuesday.
Forms arc still avail.:ble in Emilia Hall
100.
Applicants need to have a minimum
grade point average of 2.0. completed al
least 60 scn1cster hours and be in good
standing with the Dean of Students.

Also required is at least one course in
reporting and one in editing or equivalent
professional experience on a newspaper
or other publication or two years of staff
work on "The Pan American" or "EI
Bronco."
According to the Publications Handbook guidelines, the committee must·
meet on April 22 to name the editors.

Fashion show today in ballroom
Ten PAU students will model career by: Diana L. Dominguez. Dahlia A.
oriented fashions in a fashion show spon- Cardenas. P'amcla Buentello. Celinda M.
sored by UCPC and Alpha Kappa Psi to- Rodriguez. Rosie Carrillo. Norma L.
day during Activity Period in the Diaz. Susanne Miller and Vivien L.
Ballroom. according to UCPC Advisor Benbow.
Sonia Del Angel.
Lidia Reyna. along with her fellow coModeling mens clothing fmm Dillards owner of LRC Collectibles. will be comof McAllen will be Homcro Rios and mentating during the women's styles.
Joseph Flores. P.Jt P.Jrdi will be the comThe show is being coordinated by
mentator for these clothes.
UCPC Special Events Co-Chairperson
LRC Collectibles of Weslaco will pro- Leticia Duran and Fernando Coronado
vide the womens clothes. to be modeled of Alpha Kappa Psi.

Cheerleader tryouts April 13
Tryouts for positions on the 1985-86
PAU Varsity Chccrleading squad will be
held on Saturday morning. April 13 at a
site (on campus) 10 be announced soon.
Six positions arc avaliablc for the
women. if several males try out. there
will be six openings fi.ir the men as well.
Everyone will be required to perform
a cheer. jumps and double stunts. In addition. the women will be evaluated on
dancing. Material used for tryouts will
come from what is taught during prac-

tices prior to tryouts.
An orginzational meetingpractice is
scheduled for April 9 activity period at
the cafeteria overflow. Practice sessions
are set for April IO and 12 at 7:00 p.m.
in the gymnasium.
Cheerleader applications are available
at the Dean of Students' office in the UC
building. first floor.
For further information contact PAU
Cheerleader sponsor Barbara Kruger at
631-8095.

Bus. 3315 wanted for summer
A petition calling for a business course teachers majoring in business education.
necessary before student teaching. (3315
.. The course is only offered once a
Seminar: Teaching Business Courses) is year. during the fall. It is a requirement
being circulated by P.<1ula Zepeda.
for student teaching but because of the
Zepeda was told by the School of timing. some· people might have to put
Business that in order for the course to off student teaching if the course isn ·1 ofbe offered this summer. at least 14 tcrcd this summer... Zepada said.
students have to sign a petition stating that
Students interested in 3315 Seminar:
they need the class.
Teaching Business Courses should con··Seminar: Teaching Business Courses tract Paula Zepeda at 381-:!711 or at
is required fllr those i~tending for student 383-1098.

UCPC Egg Hunt Tuesday
UCPC diversions committee will sponsor the fifth annual Easter Egg Hunt
Tuesday. April :2 between 8:30 a.m. and
-l :30 p.m .
Over :!00 medium-sized. plastic: eggs
filled with jelly beans. gum drops and a
paper with a number on it. will be hidden outside from l,ne end of campus to
another. said Laura Castillo of the diversions committee .
Students should take their numbers to
UC ::?05 before -l:30 p.m. to match them
with a corresponding number on a chart

listing numbers and prizes. Prizes may
then be collected from anyone in the
office.
Many merchanb have donated prizes
for this event. Among those prizes are:
large chocolate Easter bunnies and eggs:
gift certificates from McDonald's.
Shiplcy·s Donuts. Pizza Hut. Yougart
Ect. and Rainbow Bread. Movie tickets
and free. half-hours of pool in the UC will
also be· awarded.
Three eggs may be collected by each
person.

BSU attends conference
The Baptist Student Union <BSUl "ill
be tal..ing a group of people to Highland
Lakes Encampment. Austin. April 5. 6
and 7 to participate in an international
student conference .
This contcrcnn: is a ..state meeting
where international students l'an meet
others from their (Mn count~:· said Rick
Batchelor. BSU dtrector.

Students from all cultural and religious
backgrounds arc in\'ited to attend.
Costs per person. which includes six
meals. are S30 for those staying in dom1s.
S36 for those in pri\'ate rooms.
Those interested in attending should
contact Batchelor April I by going by the
BSU. located across Pan Am on Uni,-crsity Drive. or by calling 383-7-l91.

By Porfirio Villarreal
Staff Writer
General elections for Student Association executive branch officers, student
senators and elected members of the University Center Program Council will be
held Tuesday and Wednesday. After the
filing deadline Tuesday, three offices are
being contested.
Two tickets ll{e vying for PAUSA prcsi-·
dent and vice president positions. On
ballot number one are Sam Jimenez,
junior from Donna, and Pete Medrano.
junior from Mission. running for president and vice-president respectively. On
ballot number two are Jose Arevalo.
junior from Edinburg. and Brad Nibert.
junior also from Edinourg.
Wednesday morning Juan Lara who
was Arvlo's original runnmg male was
forced to decline from the race as he was
ruled ineligible.

A debate between the two presidential and vice-presidential candidates
tickets will be held Tuesday during activity period in the University Circle. A
panel composed of three interviewers will
question the candidates.
Jimenez' leadership experience comes
from his membership in the Data Processing Management Association . He has
served as parlamentarian and field trip
chairperson.
Medrano who is Jimenez· running
mate, also obtained his leadership experience in the Data Processing Management As~ciation. He has served as
chairman of Profcssionaf Programs in the
organization. In addition. Medrano has
been a volunteer for the Special Olympics and Muscular Distrophy Association
and helped promote student participation
through the Bronc Athletic Club.
Arevalos leadership qua! ifications in-

elude PAUSA vice-president. attorney
general , two-term senator. Alpha Phi
Omega Service Fraternity President and
recipient of the Southwestern Life
Leadership Institute Scholarship.
Nibert obtained his leadership experience from his work with PAUSA. He
has served as attorney general. senator.
and chairman of the University Community Affairs Committee. Nibert is also
involved in Student Publications where
he has served as treasurer. yearbook
editor and managing editor tor the
newspaper. He has also served on the
Student Affairs Advisory Committee and
received the Student Foundation
Scholarship.

The only other contested race is for
Senator of the College of Arts and
Sciences. Three students are running for
the two positions: Manuela Luna,
sop!mmore from Edinburg. is on ballot

number one. Christopher Linskcy. junior
from Edinburg. is on ballot two. and Neal
Ackerman. junior from Harlingen. is on
ballot three.
Running for president fo1· UCPC is
Alex Tapia and for vice-president Letty
Duran. Both are unopposed.
There are only two other candidates for
PAUSA senator. Delia Bueridia is running for Senator of the School of Education and Isaac Saenz for the School of
Business.
Since not all positions have been filed for. spaces to write in candidates will
appear on the ballots. The positions open
for write-in candidates arc one for the
School of Business. Division of Health
Related Professions one. Graduate Students two. and two senators-at-large.
A person campaigning as a write-in is
be subject to all regulations and provisions of the Constitution. election code.
See Elections pg. 2

Retrenchment policy supported
By Olga Gonzalez
Staff Writer
A faculty retrenchment poliy should be
prepared. even though 94 percent funding
for higher education was recently approv:cd by the House Higher Educatiori Committee, according to PAU President
Miguel Nevarez.
Nevarez delivered this message before
a Faculty Senate meeting last Wednesday.
as part of an update on current legislative
proposals to cut higher education
funding.
"What"I'm afraid of is that whatever
funding level we get, something would
happen along the biennium . . .
( resulting) in a mandate to cut at some

point during a year," Nevarez said.
"That's more difficult to handle than if
higher education was cut by 26 percent
at the start."
Programs would be in process and difficult to cut, and reductions in faculty
could be neccessary. In Iight of such
possibilities, Nevarez advised the Faculty
Senate to prepare by coming up with a
retrenchment policy now.
The issue of what group should do the
drafting of a retrenchment policy has
· already been considered by PAU faculty.
A retrenchment policy poll recently con,, ducted by the Faculty Senate produced
a majority vote in favor of havin!! a Faculty Senate committe dral• t·1c retrench
ment polity

Faculty members raised the issue of
drafting it jointly with an administrati<in
group.
Nevarez stated he preferred that. as opposed to the Faculty Senate writing one
up then submitting it to the administra- ·
tion for approval.
He also stated that any group drafting
the policy need not "'reinvent the wheel"
since other universities already have
them.
"You should be able to find some
guidelines," Nevarez said. ". . . (and)
there is no hurry because I don't sec any
layoffs in the near future. but we do need
to have a policy."
Nevarez also cautioned this biennium

is only an example of what\ to come,
given that Texas is "headed for a rough
spell unless we diversify."
(To date, Texas has depended on the
oil market, now in decline, for revenues.
Due to lack of preparation and little
diversification, the state now faces a projected deficit of $1.2 billion that has led
to many legislative proposals for
cutbacks.)
With respect to the recommendation
for 94 percent funding, Nevarez reminded the Faculty Senate that the process is
not over. The recommendation needs to
go through the House Appropriations,
then the Senate Finance Committccx.
before the Governor is presented with the
final bill.

'Battle of Buns'
finals Sunday
The Battle of the Buns finals has been
moved to this Sunday at The Big Apple
in McAllen, where the male and female
with the best buns will walk off with $100
each.
Students who previously participated
and placed arc automatically eligible to
compete in the finals. However. a short
preliminary round will be held before the
finals'for students who would like a
chance for the big bucks.
The preli~inary round will be judged
by audience response but the final winners will be chosen by a panel of judges.
Contestants will be judged on a scale
of one to ten in each of three categories:
poise. personality and prominence. The
contestant with the best average will be
the winner.
In conjuction with the contest. the Big
Apple is promoting Pan Am night.
Students with an I.D. can get $1 bar
drinks all night. Admission is $2. but only SI for PAU students with I.D.
There is no entry fee. but a pair of tight
jeans to show off your assets are recommended. Short shorts are a'lso allowed.
Students competing in the preliminary
round arc reminded to bring plenty of
friends along. since the winner will be
chosen by audience response. Entry
forms will be available at the door or at
Emilia Hall. Room 100.
Among those students competing in the
finab are Joe Barragan ... The Bod .. :
Carlos G. Cantu. ··carlushie.. : Estella
Longoria: .. Lady Long Legs.. : Alva
Trevino. ..Champagne .. : Jerry Rapp.
..Colorado Kid .. : Aurora Pena ... Little
A.. : Homer Rios ... The Big Taco.. : Max
Flores ... Mad Max .. : Albert Guerra.
..Chunckic Buns.. and Roy Swift.
nickname unavailable.
The Battle of the Buns. a tight jeans
contest . is sponsored by Student Publication ... The Pub··.

f. .. _
Caught Red handed ---Senior Joanna Colebank apparently didn't get enough sun during Spring Break a, she wa~ caught
soaking up some ra,·s \\hile she studied. (Photo by Robert Vasquez)
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Monday the Student Affairs Advisory Commitsubmitted thejr recommendations for the alloca: tion of student service fees. In that report it was
: recommended to not fund 11 previously funded stu: dent service fee accounts in order to balance the
: budget.
" Student service fee accounts have run over budget
~ for a number of years. They are burdened by many
~large accounts that at many universities are funded
. by one separate fee. (i.e. athletic fees, student union
· fees.) Pan American also has the lowest students
: service fee in the state.
Since student service fees have been overbudgeted
: in the past and pledged revenues have often not been
made, other revenues had to be appropriated to
: cover the deficits. Auxilllary enterprises, such as
the bookstore and cafeteria, have been making up
: the difference in the past.
~ This year, however, the committee faced with
. balancing these accounts without substantially cut: ting athletics share of the pie had no other choice
, other than to cut funding for accounts including
~ drama, tutoring and intramurals.
, It is unfair for these accounts to be cut so abruptly,
; without enough of a chance to seek other funding,
; when there will still be auxiliary enterprise funding
~ next year. After all, the auxiliary ,funding comes
~ primarily from students in the form of high prices
· ~ at the bookstore, cafetetria, dorms and parking
~ fines.
~ tee

";IS,,;;

~

Income from auxiliary enterprises for FY 84-85
is estimated to be $5.4 million.
Almost all the auxiliary enterprise generate their
revenue from students, so it seems a good portion
of these profits should go back to students. Many
of the other revenues are from gifts and are usually for a specified purpose such as specific
scholarships.
1984-85 estimated pledged revenue enterprises income estimates are as follows: bookstore sales $1.45 million, cafeteria - $350,000, dorms - 354,000,
vending machines - $75,000, parking fines - $25,000,
and facilities rental - $5,000.

; excpct for the Fi ling precedu res.
• A student elected at large must not be
a member of any campus organization
nor a resident of a campus dormitory
throughout the term of office.
According to election Commissioner
Danny Robles the students will be able
to cast their votes in one of three different
,places: in front of the Learning Resource
Center. the University Center Lobby and
~he Liberal Arts south entrance. The election code states that the voting polls must
.be open from 9 a.m . to 8 p.m. each day
of voting.
To vote a student must present a
validated I. D. and sign the printout sheet.
,Once election results are made official,
,according to the election code, the Elec-
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Some of the accounts whose funding was cut provide valuable services to the university and it would
be in the best interest of the administration to fund
these accounts even if it means a cut to the basketball program.
Maybe now when faced with choosing between
tutoring and athetics, drama and athletics and honors
scholarships and athletics the administration will
see where our priorities should be.

from pg. I

~ and by-laws of the Students Association

~

It also seems apparent from the committees
recommendation that an increase in student fees is
inevitable. Pan Am's fees are still less than the
average Texas university mandatory fee in 1970. In
1970 the average undergrad fee was $95, today the
average is $290.

'

'~ Elections cont'd.
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tion Commission Commission Chairperson shall make the announcement in front
of the University Center and certify the
winners and/or runoff candidates.
Campaigning, which officially began
at 4:30 Tuesday, is strictly defined and
limited in the Election Code.
There is no campaigning allowed within a radius of 50 feet of the polls. No
campaign material may be exposed by
persons going in or out of the 50 foot
radius of the polls.

can be spent on the campaign which is

Posting of signs and banners and
distribution of handouts must meet the
rules and regulations outlines in the Student Code of conduct booklet. There is
no on the amount of campaign material
other than the total amount of money that

Election commissioners and poll workers have been assigned and approved by
the student senate. They consist primarily
of work-study students from the Student
Association. A tentative list of poll
workers has been posted.

College Press Service

News
Briefs

$50 per candidate.
All campaign material must be removed from the campus within 48 hours after
the elections. Failure to do so is a violation of the Election Code.
Each candidate must sumbit a campaign expense report to the Election
Commissioner within 24 hours after certification of the election results. Contributions must be included in the campaign expense report.

'Real Estate
Principles'
offered April 9
The Hidalgo County Women's Political
Caucus will sponsor candidates' forums
this year in two cities. The McAllen
mayoral and city commission races and
the Mission mayoral race have been
targetted this year by the Caucus.
The Mission forum will take place on
Thursday, March 28 at 7:00 p.m. at the
Mission Service Center, 115 S. Mayberry.
Panelists include Caucus Vice-Chair for
Internal ~unications Nonna Garcia;
The!JJia Longoria, a Mission resident and
social worker for Catholic Charities; and
a KGBT-TV reporter. Caucus Chairperson Cynthia Alperin will be the
moderator.
The McAllen forum will be held on
Friday, March 29 at 7:00 p.m .. in the
third floor community room in McAllen
State Bank. Panelists for this session include Norma Garcia for the Caucus;
Nancy Schultz, local chapter president of
the National Association of Banking .
Women, from Texas State Bank; and John
Stolarek, political writer for The Monitor
and formerly a political science professor
at Pan American University. Cynthia
Alperin will moderate this session as
well .
Questionnaires have previously been
sent to all candidates in these races,
focusing on issues of concern to women.
Following each forum, Caucus
members will meet to decide whether or
not to endorse candidates.
The public is encouraged to attend the
forums.
Registration may be made by mailing
checks to Paying and Collections, Pan
American University, Edinburg, TX
75839, or by registering in person at the
Paying and Collections Office in the Administration Building on the Edinburg
campus. For more information call

381-3311.

'. The !~!lowing arc _the .,iuu1.:11, programs which wulct· not be funded by student service fees,
, ~ut whic_h the commtttcc felt were worthwhile student services and which should be considered
tor funding by other sources within the University:

THU

Fashion Show. UCPC with Alpha Kappa Psi is sponsoring the fashion
show to help educate students on how to dress for success. The show
will be held in the UC Ballroom from 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Bible Study. The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship is sponsoring the
bible study at several locations around campus: BA Room 223 during activity period, outside the LRC from 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. and
in the Men's Dorm third floor lounge from 7 p.m.-8 p.m.
Leadership Development Series. Elvie Davis, Assistant Dean of
Students will speak on "How to take the minutes" in the Ballroom
during activity period.
Religious Discussions. The Latter Day Saints Student Association
is sponsoring the discussion during activity period in the PE Complex Room D113.
Bake Sale. The Young Democrats will be sponsoring the sale in front
of the LA during activity period.
Barbecue Taco Sale~he College Assistance Migrant Program will
sponsor the sale from 8 a.m.-3 p.m. in the UC circle.
Worship Service. The United Methodist Campus Ministry will hold
the service during activity period in the Chapel of the Lord's Prayer.
Spring Art Show. The Pan American University Art club is sponsoring the art show today and tomorrow in the FAB Room 215. Visits
are available during regular gallery hours.

FRI
Evangelism Training. The Baptist Student Union is sponsoring the
training from 11:45 a.m.-12:30 p.m. in the Baptist Center.

TUE

Philosophy Lecture. Dr. Lee Hamilton, English professor will be the
guest speaker at the lecture scheduled for activity period in LA 125.
His topic will be "The Philosophy of William Blake.
Easter Service. The Pan Am Christian Fellowship the interdenominaltional Easter Service in the Chapel of the Lord's Prayer during acJti11itv neriod. Refreshments will be serve afterwards.

SUN

,Charts cont'd. from pg. 1

Drama
Tutoring
Honors Scholarships
, Presidents Leadership Scholarship Program
'lntramurals
:Gallery ·
:PAU Magazine
:Student Employment Service
,Cheerleaders
:Dance Activities
:Music Activities

What, Where
and When

Account

Request

Allocation

Athletics
University Center
US Maint. & Util.
Health Service
Student Insurance
License Fee,
Music Copyrights
Student Publications
Student IDs
Student Association
Maint. & Util.

$569,427
110,419
124,244
130,239
39,086

$300,00
124,244
124,244
130,239
39,086

2,000
64,357
7,043
15,223
16,680

2,000
64,357 ·
7,043
15,223
16,680

Chalupa Sale. The Delta Zeta Sorority is having a chalupa sale at
St. Margaret's Church located at 125 W. Hawk, Pharr between 11
a.m.-2 p.m. Cost is $3 a plate. Tickets may be purchased from any
DZ member.
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Look out when Spring
does its thing

J

Spring_ has definitely hit. There were
~several thmgs that upped me off. It w-.isn·t
the weather (you can't even trust MOM
lwhere that's concerned): it wasn't Spring
Break and it wasn't the calendar. What
really tipped me off was all the contests
,based on specific anatomical pans.

f

I

'

Sylvia Benbow

Brad Nibert

Sure. everyone's got legs and a tush to
~it on but something about spring fever
and all that that could entail gets people
all worked up but someone e lse's anatomy.
These contests could tum out to be one

of the greatest all-american pass-times
( watch out contact sports).
What's the big thrill? Perhaps for the
contestants it is the chance to show off
what they might consider their best side.
For the audience participants. it is certainly related to the fact that they can jeer.
whistle. scream. shout and watch it all
hang out with total approval.

Is there a stronger gravitational pull
that changes people's personality? Do the
lunar phases initiate wave-like motion of
the hips? I know its been said before that
full moons cause crazy things to happen.
I guess that werewolves and vampires can
fall into all kinds of categories and full
moon's don't always have to be in the sky.

Does all this stem from the new twist
Look out!
that was caused by Vansessa Williams·
Just what is it about the vernal equinox
unveiling? Does America have no shame
that makes everbody get so hot and · anymore? Will the Statue of Liberty's
bothered?
facelift include a shorter gown and re-

main off the shoulder?
I wonder if the number of biology majors increases more in the spring than in
the fall? You could surely think of time
spent watching the contestants sashay
across the stage as lab hours for anatomy.
But please, don't tush .
All you contestants and audience participants out there by now are well aware
(of course) of the basic 3 p rules for
specific anatomical parts: prominence.
poise, personality. Learn it. Live it.
Watch it.

Ella de los Santos

Hernan Figueroa, Sports Writer
Joseph Flores, Ad. Rep.
Henry Cantu, Photographer
Beatriz Cartagena, Photographer
James Carmona, Photographer
Delcia Itzel, Photographer
Robert Vasquez, Photographer
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Advertising 381-2545

Student health center sponsors Fair
Student Health Services will sponsor
a Health Fair complete with pamphlets,
\creenings and films on topics ranging
from dental hygiene to foot care Monday,
April I between 9 a.m. and 2 p.m.
The purpose of this fair is to "increase
health awareness and make know the different health service available," said Dora
Ca\tillo. Student Health Services
Director.
Glaucoma and vision screening tests
will be given by Dr. Ralph Jackson in the
Overflow Room. Hearing screening tests
will be given by the PAU Speech and
Hearing Center CAS 125.
A film on breast cancer will be shown
at 10:30. 11 :30 and 1:30. A film on cancer
or the testes and instructions for a selfexamination will be presented by Dr.
Mario Gonzalez, of the Rio Grande
Cancer Treatment Center in McAllen. at
10:00 and 1:00. Both films will be shown
in UC 3CJ7-3CJ7A.

All other events will take place at the
Ballroom.
Oral Cancer sceening will be administered by Dentists: James Hesbrook,
Dr. David Adame. Dr. Reynaldo Casares
and Dr. William Davis.
Diabetes screening will be given by the
PAU Medical Technology Students.
Those wishing to be tested for diabetes
should abstain from eating after 7 p.m .
on Sunday.
A Pulmonary Function test will be administered by Rio Grande Regional
Hospital. One is-tested by breathing into
an instrument which measures lung
capacity.
Those wishing to know thdr blood
types may take a blood typing test adminstered by United Blood Services.

NOTHING SUCCEEDS ... ~ ..
LIKE SUCCESS
)
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A pharmacist from Edinburg General
Hospital will answer questions on
prescriptions and other drugs.
Castillo said that people who are starting to treat themselves for minor
ailments should take care to read labels
on medications.
Information on drug and alcohol abuse
will be provided by the Tropical Texas
Center for Mental HealthMental Retardation . Information on rape and child
abuse will be provided by Mujeres
Unidas.

Nutrition and weight reduction information will be distributed by the PAU
Dietetic Program.
The American Heart Association will
demonstrate cardio pulmonry resusitation
(CPR) and the Arthritis Foundation will
demonstrate the use of the paraffin bath
and lift chair.

PAU Counseling will provide information on depression and suicide.,
Information on sexually transmitted
diseases and contraceptive methods will
be provided by the Public Health Department and Planned Parenthood respectively.

Texas Rodent and Predatory Animal
Control Service will provide information
on diseases cause by rodents.
Dental hygiene information will be
distributed by Dr. Robert S. Kent.
Dr. Robert Brace will conduct foot examinations and distribute brochures on
the foot.
Participants will be able to fill out
evaluation sheets on the Health Fair.
All persons are welcome to attend, coffee and juice will be provided.

The American Cancer Society, the
Christian Record Braille and McAllen
Methodist Hospital will each have
booths.
An information booth will also be provided by Christian Record Braille
Foundation.

Doctors, dentists, medical technicians
and counselors will be donating their
time for this event, student nurses and
health-related professions majors will act
as assistants and guides.
Last year almost 400 people attended
this event.

h
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Engraving
Gift Wrapping

fewelry
Watch Repair

~

DRESS FOR SUCCESS
FASHION SHOW
MARCH 28, 1985
UC BALLROOM
10:30 a.m. 11:30 a.m.
I

UNIVERSITY CENTER
PROGRAM COUNCIL/
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
NO ADMISSION CHARGED
f u;ltioNs pRovidEd by DillARds ANd LCR CollEcTAblEs.

SHOWCASE
VID·EO
MOVIE RENTALS
Mon. - Sat.
11 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Sun. 1 P.M. - 5 P.M.
1603 W. University Drive
(Beside the Econortly Drive-In)
Adult Title_~. - "$4.50
383-0446
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Ybarra to veto
senate resolution
A resolution concerning U.S. involvement in Central America was passed by
the PAUSA Senate Wednesday. but President Gurne Ybarra announced Monday
he would veto the action.
The legislation introduced by Social
Sciences Senator Leticia Calvo passed
with one dissenting Vote and one abstention.
After the bill is vetoed by Ybarra. the
Senate can override his veto with a twothirds vote.
"I will veto the resolution because only
one side was presented in it." Ybarra
said. "This resolution should be representative of the views of the entire student body."

Bi-lingual conference
today, Friday
The School of Education will host a
conference to explore issues in the field
of bilingual special education in Texas
March 28-30 in McAllen.
Pan American·s Bilingual, Special, and
Counselor Education Teacher Training
Project is sponsoring the conference.
bringing invited Texas university professors tugethcr to discuss the issues.
Special educators in the Southwest are
attempting to provide "a free and appropriate education to handicapped
children who are culturally and
linguistically different,"" said Dr.
Christina Fernandez, assistant professor
of special, edu1;atic;>n ..;ind co-project di recto. of the-woject.
··
F&mlrw;taz,~.im:merly on the bilingual
special education faculty at the Univer-

G
TASTE
Easter is Sunday,
April 7. Call or visit
us today. ·
ORDER EARLY
AllEN FloRAl by Bnry

IN<:.

J8J-H62, JSJ-6822
1J20 N. ClosNER, EdiNhURG,

======~======
®Registered trademarl< of Flmsts'
Transworld Delivery Assoc1a11on.

Whataburger, home of great taste for 35 years.
W_e 've been serving up Bigger, Better Burgers since

1950.
We use only the freshest ingredients, like crisp
lettuce, red, ripe tomatoes, zesty onions and spicy pickles.
Plus a full quarter pound of 100 % pure, fresh
ground beef served on a toasted bun.
We' re doing everything we can to keep you coming
back again and again.
And on this, our 35th Anniversary, we'd like to
thank you - for making Whataburger your favorite for 35
years of great taste.

WffATABURGEll

Concerning the upcoming Miss P.,m
Am Pageant. the Senate was informed by
University Community Affairs Commit·
tee Chairman Brad Nibert that a $40C
scholarship would be awarded to the winner and $150 scholarship to the runner-up.
Plans for the pageant include a performance by the University Jazz Band conducted by Wally Tucker.
The deadline for the pageant scheduled for April 28 is April I.
The seantc was also informed of plans ,
for the Pan Am Days celebration.
·
This year the traditional games have
been changed to a fiesta in hopes of attracting more student participation. according to Niben.
Pan Am Days are being planned in
conjunction with the activities of the
Latin American Studie& Center this year.
Also on tap are a foreign films festival
and series of speakers.
Student organizations are being encouraged to set up food booths or games
booths at the fiesta selling various Mexican or South American dishes. A Spanish band and a Mariachi group will also
be performing.
In other business. Daniel Robles was
approved as election commissioner for
Tuesday and Wednesday's general elections.
Senator Brad Nibert resigned his position as senator of the School of Humanities to accept his appointment as Attorney General .
Communications major Porfirio Villarreal of Alamo was approved to replace.
Niben . Senator-at-Large Susanne Miller
will replace Nibert as chairman of the"
University Community Affairs committee.

The resolution cities in the U.S:s spending of over $1.5 million to El Salvador
and the Reagan administration·s request
of additional funding for the "contras:·
"This money could be better used in
educational programs or other domestic
programs:·· the resolution said .
A call for the U.S. governemnt to abide
by the 1949 Geneva Convention. U.N.
protocol on the Statutes of Refugees and
recognized Salvadorans as political refugees .
It also stated that PAUSA is against
foreign military involvement in Central
America, and that the present Central
American conflict be resolved through
peaceful and diplomatic negotiations.
Ybarra strongly stressed the point that
the resolution does not represent the
views of PAUSA until he signs it. At present it only represents the student senate
stand.
The resolution, if approved, is to be
sent to the Appropriations Committee
Chair and to the Chair of the Armed
Forces Committee. In addition. it states
copies will be sent to the United Nations
and Organization of American States.

WHATABURGER®
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plus "The Pan American" newspaper and
local newspapers.

sity of Texas at Austin , which has been
the pioneer institution in bilingual special
education research. said proper identification and culture-free assessment or
the handicapped Hispanic students arc
issues facing special educators.
A University of "T:exas study by Drs.
Alba Oniz and James Yates in 1981 indicated that the Hispanic students in
Texas public schools are over-represented
by more than 298 percent of the national
incide:Jce for students identified as ·
needing instructional services for learning disabilities. while other disability
areas are under-represented _hy Hispanicstudents. Fernandet"·said. .
Panicipants invited)~_Jhis c~~~ence.
which Fernandez said is the first of its
kind to be held in Texas, included
pioneers Ortiz and Yates from the depart·
ment of special education at the U niversity of Texas at Austin; Drs. Wayne Hotzman Jr. and Elba Maldonado-Colon, also
from the bilingual special education
teacher training program at UT; Dr. Ann
Willig, director of the UT Handicapped
Minority Research Institute; Dr. I...conard
Baca, author and director of the BUENO
Research Center at the University of Colorado at Boulder; Dr. Patricia Mendoza,
psychologist and a foremost authority -on
assessment in Texas, now director pf student relations at the University California, Los Angeles; and Dr. Phil Chinn,
professor of special education at East
Texas State University, Commerce, and
formerly in charge of the Handicapped
Minority Affairs Office at the National
Council for Exceptional Children in
Reston , Va .
Other invited conference particip;int~
included Dr. Arcadia Lopez, Our LadY.
of the Lake University at San Antonio :
Dr. Herman Garcia, Texas Tech Univcr.:.
sity; Dr. Juan Gonzalez, Texas Southern
University; Drs. Delma Banuelos and
Elba Duron , the University of Texas at
El P-<1so; Dr. Elvia Rodriguez, Stephen
F. Austin University, Nacogdoches; and
Drs. Ralph Carlson, Jo Ann Burns.
George Gonzalez . Ricardo Perez, and
Benito Cordova, Pan American
University.
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STUDENTS!
Get your hair cut on
Tuesdays or Wednesdays for
only $8! by professionals.
Faculty welcome too!
PAU ID required.

SHORT CUTS
3000 North 10th St."B"
McAllen, Texas 78501
Next to The Rose behind
SAS Shoes

Take a short cut to
GREAT LOOKS!
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If you are going to do It, use your brain
Quick! What is the most important sex
organ in your body?
Depending on your sex . you might
have said penis or vagina but in actuality the most important sex organ in your
body is your brain .
It is attitude that is responsible for
making sex plcasurcable or painful, safe
or unsafe. caring or exploitative.
The important thing is to think about
what you arc doing and learn what you
need to know to make responsible deci,ions for yourself.

The sight of pregnant young women (21
and under) is no longer uncommon in
classrooms , (previously she was expelled from school while pregnant)' surveys
of teenage sexuality, contraceptive use,
pregnancy. abortion and childbirth are
widely publicized, fewer marry to
legitimate out of wedlock pregnancies,
more often choosing to exercise their new
option of legal abortion or to bear and
keep their child outside of marriage.
According to a recent publication; sexual activity among unmarried women aged 15-19 living in metropolitan areas rose
by two-thirds. By the end of the decade,
46 % of them reported that they were active sexually.
There has been no significant change
in the age at which young women initiate

It is a safe assumption that American
young people have never embodied the
ideal of pre-marital chastity. even in the
days when marriage occurred much
younger ages.
Pre-marital pregnancy. out of wedlock
childbirth and forced marriages of pregnant teenagers have always been
common.
What is new and probably responsible
for increasing public concern about this
problem is its increased visibility.

KAYPR() 2, ~1295.
Cl)MPLETI~ \vlTII SOFf\VARE.
with all the hardware you need, it comes complete
with all the software you need:
• Word Processing/Spelling
• Data Base Management (filing/
reporting) • Financial Spread~
sheeting. And with CP/M,
Kaypro can run thousands of
other programs for more specialized
needs. Come in today for a
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complete demonstratt'on.
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The Complete Business
Computer.

By Porfirio Villarreal
Staff Writer
"Directing is one of the true forms of
power over people that you can get away
with," says Kerri Logsdon who is thesecond student ever to direct a major scale
play in PAU history. Logsdon is directing
Sam Shepard's "Geography of a Horse
Dreamer" which is scheduled for April
25-!7 in the Media Theater.
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Teens represent only 18 % of sexually
active women capable of becoming pregnant. but they account for 46% of all out
of wedlock births and 31% of all
abortions.
The Planned Parenthood Association
of Hidalgo County talks to groups on this

Questions should be directed through
this newspaper.

"Probably the biggest challenge a
director has to face is making sure that
the idea of the play is not lost ... said
Logsdon.
The challenge according to Logsdon
involves making sure that the audience
sees what the author and what the cast
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is dealing with the peole _and their different personalities. There are not many
things that Logsdon dislikes abut the
theater but if there is one thing that she
really dislikes is when she must deal with
unprofessional people. She feels that unprofessional ism is the biggest turn off of
an theater
'

She attributes her strong desire to work
in the theater to the fact that the more she
was confronted with the idea that someday she was going to make a living, the
more she asked herself, "What is it that
I want to do the rest of my life and am
I going to make any money at that?"

Kerri Logsdon
"The most important thing about a play
is often the underlying idea which is really what the author is trying to say." She
added. "If the audience doesn't get the
message than a director has failed."
While working in the theater, Logsdon, says that what she enjoyed the most

(Photo by Henry Cantu)
As of right now I..ogsdon·s main goal
is to recieve her MFA within the next
three years and to find a community or
small college theater.
"I would like to find a theater that I
could grow with and where I could not
only design but direct and act since I am
interested in all fields," Logsdon said.

One employee in six is impaired by a
serious emotional disorder one worker in
ten suffers from alcholism and one worker in 20 abuses drugs .according to Raul
H. Solis, sccW.,work professor.
In addition. these workers loss of productivity is estimated to cost businesses
an extra $3.000 to $5.000 each year per
employee in diminished job performance,
absenteeism and increase use of health
benefits. Solis said.
Personal problems, such as these that
can eventually lead to an impact on job

performance and family relationships are
what .. Industrial Social Work", the theme
for March. designated as national Social
Work Month, is trying to address.
In keeping in line with this year's
theme, Solis has been re:rea'khing and
developing a proposal and curriculum
guidelines in industrial social work. He
has also research models of service delivery systems within labor and industry
in the Valley.
Solis first began his research when he
volunteered to teach a course in industrial
social work practice under the school's
special topics course offerings. This same
class will be offered again during the second summer session.
As a social work professional and professor. Solis believes in developing a
··humanistic approach" to understanding
problem situations at work. Therefore, he
reviewed major corporations and industries in the Valley that were receptive to
the humanistic approach in response to
the troubled employee.

Solis' research findings indicated that
there are no Valley industrial plants
which top the 1.000 employee rnnge and,
that only handfull of Valley companies
had ever heard of Employee Assistance
Programs (EAPS).
"This concept is more readily acceptable and recognized by labor and industry in northern and larger cities who
seek and hire professionally trained industrial social workers under their
EAPs;· Sol is said. "(But) this research
activity has paid off because I am happy
to report that one major industry, Form
-0- Uth of McAllen, has responded to
the concept of developing EAP."
Through Solis' consultation, Form -0Uth ha~ agree to placing a graduate social
work student for the Worden School of
Social Work in San Antonio. where Solis
serves as adjunct faculty in the capacity
of Field Practicum instructor.
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We admit it. lt takes a different kind of person to be a Peace
Corps volunteer.
We won't mislead you with
glowing pictures of exotic lands. The
hours as a volunteer are long. The
pay is modest. And the frustrations
sometimes seem overwhelming. But
the satisfaction and rewards are immense. You' II be immersed in a new
culture, become fluent in a new
language, and learn far more about
the third world - and yourself than you ever expected.
You'll also discover that progress brought about by Peace Corps
volunteers is visible and measurable:
Such as health clinics established in
the Philippines; Fresh-water fish
ponds constructed in Kenya; roads
and schools and irrigation systems
built in Upper Volta; tens of thousands of people given essential skills
in farming, nutrition, the skilled

Information Booth
Monday, April 8, 1985
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Across from Uninrsity Center
in front of Snack Bar

.
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trades, business, forestry, and other
specialties throughout the developing world.
Being a volunteer isn't for
everyone, and it isn't easy, but to the
people of the developing nations
who have never before had . basic
health care or enough to eat, the
Peace Corps brings a message of
hope and change.
We invite you to look into the
volunteer opportunities beginning in
the next 3-12 months in Africa,
Asia, Latin America, and the Pacific. Our representatives will be
pleased to provide you with details.

One of the things Logsdon mds most
interesing about the theater is taking
pieces of paper with printing on it and
from that make something that people
would say "that's life." She feels that it
is a director's job, to make sure that all
these lives come into one picture.

Take your first step toward a career in international development.

Texas Rehab
sets office
The Texas Rehabilitation Commission
now has an office on campus with the
PAU Alumni Association in order to
make services more conveniently
av-dilable to handicapped student~ at PAU.
TRC Counselor, Nancy Murrny. will
be in room II of the University Center
from 8:00 a.m. 10 12 noon each Tuc~day and Wednesday to meet with TRC
clients and prospective clients .
Money is available for tuition and fee~
and related college expenses as needed
fnr qualified individuals. TRC works
with individuals with various physical.
emotional and mental disahilitites that
may be vocationally handicapping .
Appointment~ arc not required but can
he arranged by calling Nancy Murray at
the TRC nffice in Edinburg at 383-0795.
The Alumni A~~ociation's number is
381-3667.

PATOS

STEPS TO

CORPS

For more information and
application call
Peace Corps in Dallas toll
free at
1-800-442-7294

While alcholism and drug abuse is not
a problem at Form -0- Uth. Solis says
most problems appear to stem fron1 ma- .
rital ,family, finanacial and health reason.~
which create stress and_ .affects job
performance.
"Because we normally do not leave our
problems at home, but rather take them
with us to work, we will alw.iys need professionally trained specialist in industrial
social work," Solis said.
Students who arc interested in the field
of Social Work can contact Solis at 3813575. The industrial social work course
is open lo any interested :,tudents.

WHITE FLOUR

PEACE

Peace Corps Reps at Pan Am

"I found something that I enjoyed and
I did pretty good at it:· said Logsdon. "II
came up just the more I worked with him
and the more I \mrkcd in the design area.
the more ideas I came up with."
Logsdon loves directing and says that
until she got involved with scenic design.
she had almost made up her mind that
directing was what shew.is going to do.
"By luck I took a design class and tell
in love with it." added Logsdon.
In the design area. Logsdon feels her
greatest accomplishment has been her
work as set designer for the Drama
Department's production of the Greek
tragedy "Antigone" last fall.
Logsdon is currently looking for a
graduate program from several different
universities where she can obtain a
Master of Fine Arts. She plans to
specialize in scenic design and someday
would like to do sets for theaters, operas
and of course other plays.
According to Logsdon. directing.
"Geography of a Horse Dreamer" is her
greatest accomplishment. Directing this
play is even more special to her because
it will mean that she will be only the second student ever al PAU to direct a full
scale play. She feels very privileged and
believes that in many other universities
she would not have had this opportunity.

Employee e.rnotional disorder strikes .one in ·ten

The toughest job
you'll ever love
...

The increase in sexual activity and the
decline in marriage rates would result in
a steep increase in pre-marital pregnancies (and out of wedlock births. forced
marriages and abortions) unless there
were a significant increase in contraceptive use among the men and women to
prevent them.

The Planned Parenthood Association
of Hidalgo County can provide information about contraception. sexually
transmitted diseases. where to go for services. and about problems many students
run into---acquaintance rape. the double
standard. how to say no if you're not interested and how to protect yourself if you
arc.

campus periodically and have found that
most people are concerned about sexuality and reproductive health care.
People in the college age group arc
becoming more aware that sexual activities require a great deal of thought.

A senior communications major,
Logsdon life revolves around the theater.
She has worked in practically every
aspect of the theater, on stage as well as
behind the scenes. She has worked in
costuming, scenic desing. acting. and has
had her fair share of directing.

Tom Grabowski. who is Techinical
Director for the Communications Department also had a big part in influencing
Logsdon to follow a career in theater.
Logsdon says that when she took
Grabowski's scenic design class was the
first time she did extremely well.

Baby Cake

~

Although the number of pregnancies
among yound people in all age groups
during the 70's, but among the sexually
active. the pregnancies rate has been on
the decline.
In other words. because of the increase
and more consistent use of contraceptives
by teenagers. the rate of pregnancy among
them has been increasing more slowly
than the rate of sexual activity.

"The theater is very risky, but I weighed the pros and cons and came up with
the fact that I do not care how risky it
is. whatever I do, it has got to be
something in the theater," said Logsdon.

Sex-Spa U.S.A.

**

sexual intercourse. therefore the increase
in sexual activity has been similar at
every age.
In the early 70's, race, socio-economic
status, residence and religious affiliation
were all related to age at first intercourse.
But many of these distinctions are beginning to disappear as pre-marital sexual
activity increases among the 21 and under
population .

Student directs major scale play production

For $1295, a Kaypro 2 not only comes complete
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STARTING WITH ROTC . . .

BASIC CAMP
• MANAGEMENT TRAINING
ASK FOR DETAILS

• 6 WEEKS All EXPENSES PAID

DEPT. OF MILITARY SCIENCE

• $675 ADDITIONAL EARNINGS

381-3600
SHARE IN A UNIQUE, FUN & ADVEN·
TUROUS SUMMER IN LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

• NO OBLIGATION

BIG APRIL SPECIAL
2 Enchiladas, 1 Beef Pato,
Spanish Rice, Ranchero Beans
and a 12 oz. Drink.
$2.49

Friday Lent Special
Salmon Patties and Nopalitos

For Faster Service
call in an order

383-0725
Across from Pan Am
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Upcoming Netter Games,
March-April

Baseball hosts Dallas Baptist, Fri-Sat

DAY

The Broncs will entertain Dallas Baptist College this Friday and Saturday
or scheduled double-headers at 5 p.m. The Broncs took 2nd place in their
ody Ramsey tourney last week, with the Michigan Wolverines taking top
onors.

DATE

Thursday
Thursday
Friday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Netters on road play HBU, Rice, UH,
The Netters are currently competing in Houston, takin_g on Houst~n Bap- ist, Rice, University of Houston, Texas Southern. On Friday they will come
p against Texas A&I in Kingsville at 1 p.m .
.
Their next home competition will be this Tuesday against A&I at 2 P-~·
nd the following Wednesday against Texas Southern at 1 p.m . Serve to vIcory natters!

Mar. 28
Mar. 28
Mar. 29
April 2
Apr. 10

TIME

OPPONENT

8 :30 a .m.
2 p.m .
1 p.m.
2 p.m.
1 p.m.

University of Houston
Texas Southern
Texas A&l
Texas A&I*
Texas Southern•

..,.

Apr. 12-14 (So. Padre Hilton Inv.) So. Padre Island
Apr. 19-20 (Pan American Team Inv.) So. Padre Island

R:
§

*played at PAU Orville Cox tennis courts

:!~

-----------------:

ntramural basketball underway--easketba11 games tonight at 6 p.m. "IK Pages" vs. "Purple Rain," o~ court
1· "Stars" vs. "Camp" on court 2 . 6:30 the IK's will play the "RockIts" on
~urt 1 and ''A K Psi " will take on the "No Names" on court 2.
At 7 p.m. the "Blue Demons" will face "CAMP" on court 1 and " Purple
Rain" vs. "Rockits" on court2.
.
,
.
.
Tuesday's games 6-6:45 p.m. with Blue Demons-Purple Rain , Rock1tsKPsi IK Pages-STARS and IK's vs. AKPsi.

11

~j
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• AbORTION
• PREGNANCY TEsTiNG
• BiRTh CoNTRol SERViCEs

Results from Tuesday's archery tournament was Eddie Cancino who took the overall
championship in the compound 581 pound bow, and l)e also has a perfect score of 150.
In the regular bow, Cancino also has a perfect score of 150. In t~e regular bow
Emilio Champion was 1st with a 147 score, Toney Hagday and 2nd with a 142 score,
Christopher Johnson was 3rd with 137, Sabino Arizpe was 4th with a 140 score and
Roy Rodriguez ha~ a 140 also.

• PRoblo, PREGNANCY Co.i111sdiNG

•••Y•o•••
Al.l.
SERVicn
STRiCTly
Co111fiduniAl

FORMERLY TREASURE HILLS WOMENS CENTER

2220 HAINE

428-6242

• LOCATIONS IN AUSTIN.

co~PUS. El PASO, SAN ANTONIO

SUITE 35
& WICJ-1/TA FALLS

IFC basketball tournament results

Don't Miss
The Final
BATTLE
OF THE

The Phi Kaps scored a 62-48 over the Phi Tuas at the Inter Fraternity Council
basketball tournament this past Sunday. The Kappa Sigs lost to the Phi Sigs 50-63.
This Sunday the Phi Kaps play the Kappa Sigs at I p.m . the Phi Taus play the
·
Phi Sigs at 2 p.m . both games will be at the fieldhouse.

Golfers putt at Houston's All-American tourney
The Broncs goiters are currently putting at the All-American tournament hela at
the Bear Creek golf course in Houston, where there are many top-20 teams competing.

Buns final battle at "Big Apple Sunday night
Student Publications "Battle of the Buns" contest will climax April Fool's night
when the finalist get in line for the judges for title of " the best buns of PAU." Celebrity
judges are Scott Linet, Tony de la Pena, John Villarreal , Dan Gonzalez, Dr. Manon
Monta and Shirley Guttenfelder.
The contest will kick off at II p.m. and PAU students with valid ID are admitted
for $1. The contestants are the pre-liminary winners from the previous contests.

BUNS
"Footloose'LPcarla Montalvo leads students in tough workout during fourth
period MWF Aerobics classes offered by the P.E. Department.

Border Blazer 10K takes off April 13 in McAll~n
The 3rd Annual Border Blazer IOK will be held April 13, ·8:30 at La Plaza Mall.
he race is sanctioned by the Athletic's Congress and the highlight of the race will
be Mark Ncnow. a world-record hold at 10,000 meters will run in the race and be
· guest speaker at a running clinic, Friday before the race.
Nenow·s world best in the 10,000 meters 'Il:22 .6 and will speak at the M cAllen
talc 2 p.m. and at the La Plaza Mall running clinic "The King
the Road" staring at 7 p.m.
The entry fee is S8 if turned in before April 6th, and $10 after April 6th . Late
egistration will be held 6:30-8:00 a.m. on the day of the race. Age divisions are
for male and females, 19 and under, 20-24, 25-29, 30-34 through 60 and over.
T-shirts will be awarded to the first 1200 entrants and the I mile race will be for
unners 8 & under. and 9-14 years. Over $10,000 in door prizes will be given away
nd a complimentary breakfast will be given after run .
For more information call Executive Director-Charlie Guerrero 630-3320; Race
irector-Walter Reyna at 682-4196.

(Photo

That's it for Sports Lines this week, drop by announcements at Emilia H all room

by Henry Cantu)

The Big Apple
McAllen, TX

MARCH, APRIL BASEBALL
HOME GAMES

of

All drinks $1 with
PAU ID.

DAY

DATE

TIME

OPPONENT

Friday
Saturday
Friday
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday

Mar.
Mar.
April
April
April
April

5 p.m.

Dallas Baptist College
Dallas Baptist College
Lubbock Christain
Lubbock Christain
Hardin-Baylor U
Hardin-Baylor U

29
30
5
6
15
16

5 p .m.
5
5 p.m.
5 p.m .
5 p.rn.

p.m.

"

--------------BORDER BLAZER 10-K ENTRY FORM·--------------NAME

I I I I I

ADDRESS
CITY

□INT

111 I 111111

I.AST

t 'IK~TN AMt:

...1........i........1......J......'---L.....I.......L_,___._...L................_.J........__.L.....1.......L__.__.__.__._..,__...._~I AGE AS OF APRIL 13, 1985

LI

1I

STATE

HOME TELEPHONE

I

._...__,__...__.__.__.__._..,__...._..._.~

I WILL RUN IN !Please Check 0nel
CHECK T-SHIRT SIZE: 0 ADULT

0

l0K
XL _

._I..,_.......,

ZIP

BUSINESS PHONE

____M

_

$

IT]

I I I I I I I I SEX M/ F □
I I I I I I I I I I 1 1I

O RUNATH0N <Total Pledges, Minimum $15.00l
1,

0

1 MILE RUN

O CHILD!One S1zel
WAIVER: In ron.o;1d,•r~ t1on ol)nur.icct:>pt1n,: th1.-. entry, I.. ntendJnl(tO he lt'l(allv t,{)Und,

HERE IS MY ENTRY FEE FOR$,_ _ _ __

hereb,• for mvself, heirs. f.'Xecufors. and odm1m!-trato~. w:uvf' and rf'ltsse an_v and all

cla,mS fordan'lal(es I mav ha veal(am .~t all~ponsor.... C'llvo(McAllt!n. MuscularD,stroph)
A.ssoc1at1on. and tht> D,.'~overv School. all ,nJurlf'"- -.uirered by me ior my son daul(ht uri

(Brfnrr Afm'/ 6 - $8.00 A/Irr April 6 - $1()_.{)(})

,n .-.a,d t"venL,;

Entry fee is tax deductible. All proceeds from the race
to benefit The Upper Valley Montessori Discovery
School and Muscular Distrophy Association.
Make Check Payable To: BORDER BLAZER JOK
P.O. Box 297, McALLEN, TX. 78502
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SIGNATURE (parent's signature if under age 21 I
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Classified
GUARANTEED STUDENT WANS now
available for '85 semesters. Call Jim Purcell
686-2037 or 585-7970. Phoenix Financial
Network .
Is it true you can buy jeep, for $44 th rough
he U.S. government'> Get lhc facts today! Ca ll
1-312-742-1142 Ex1. 8300-A.

I furthf'r c-ertif_v thal I ror my ~ n daul(hterl hd\'e sufflc,ently traini'd
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AIR-CONDITION

Editor Positions Open
Application Deadline April 1st ..

•'!

*all games played at Jody-Ramsey Stadium

""'1_00_._th_e_M_o_~~·a_y_b_eri_u_rc_p_u_b_lic_a,_ti-on_._-_v_1_v_
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Sunday
March 31, 1985

Need a tutor for Math 2306 from II a.rn. to
12 . Call collect 849-3203.
C lassified rate is $2 for the first 10 words '
and .10 per word thereafter. There is a 10 word
minimum. Deadline is Friday Noon prior to
publication on Thursday.
Bring ad copy to The Pan American, Emilia
Hall 100. Classified ads must be paid in ,
advance.
For display advertising rates call 381-2545

or 381-2541.

,Applications are being taken for the position of
,ditor of The Pan American and El Bronco. Deadline
is ~:30 p.m. April 1st.
Applicants may pick up the necessary forms in
Emilia Hall 100.
• have at least a 2.00 GPA
• have a minimum of 60 semester hours
• have a least one course in reporting, and one
in editing, or have equivalent professional experience, or have two years experience on The Pan
American or El Bronco.
~ be in good .standing with the Division of Student Affairs.
In addition to the application form, applicants
should provide the names of three references whom
they have asked to write letters of recommendation
directly to the adviser.
They should also include a statement of their
philosophy of policies for the operation of the
newspaper.
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Cheerleader Tryouts
Meeting
Activity Period
April 9th in the Overflow
For more information call
Barb at 631-8095
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Sp_ecializing in Mexican & American Food and Breakfast

- - - DAILY SPECIALS - - Monday:

Enchilada Plate ...... .

Tuesday:

Mexican Plate

Wednesday:

Taco Plate ...
Chicken Fried Steak

Thursday:

........ . Chalupa Plate
Chopped Steak

Friday:

. ..... • • • Chicken Envueltos ......... - . - • • ·
Fried Fish
...... .. .... · · Fajita al Kilo (Dinner for 2) .. .. .. $9.9
Fri . - Sat..
Sun. from Sat.

ASK FOR IT.

24 hours
6 a.m. - 11 p.m.

1012 S. CLOSNER
EDINBURG. TEXAS

383-5676

.,..
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BaSebal I
hosts
Dallas
Baptist
Capping off three full weeks of NCAA
baseball actions the 21-14 Broncs will host
Dallas Baptist College this Friday and
Saturday at S p.m. The Broncs took
runners-up in each of their Palm Valley,
Citrus and Jody Ramsey tournaments.

;Michigan 8, Broncs 2

: 7 Winning their ninth game in a row, the
University of Michigan Wolverines batted their w.iy to the Jody Ramsey tournament championship Saturday by
defeating PAU 8-2.
All-American candidate Scott Mamienecki was on the mound pitching for
his third straight victory. The Broncs had
managed to tie up Michigan 2-2 after Billy Savarino's homer. but it was all the
runs the Broncs could muster.
Kamienecki then limited PAU to three
singb and in the fifth Randy Wolfe and
Juit Zimmerman doubled to make it 3-2.
Casey Close pulled up the slack for the
Wolverines when he blasted a homer of
_ the screen in the sixth. Jeff Minick then
double and Dan Disher hit a 380 homer
to· left center.
Kevin Brocl<way (4-2) pitched for the
Broncs in their fourth loss to the
Wolverines.
~nmcs 13, Miami (Ohio) 9
; Senior captian Wes JOnes pitched to
an 13-9 drubbing of Miami (Ohio) earlier
: Saturday. with Rance Bigho rse coming in
• for relief.
· : Victor Marin blasted his third homer
\o drive in 5 runs for the Bronc victory.

· Broncs 10, U of Northern Iowa 8
•

Braving the University of Northern
Iowa comeback Friday night. the Broncs
held on to win 10-8. Scott Harmon came
· into relieve Joe Williams after the Pan. thers stoic bases in their effort to pull
from the 10-0 Bronc deficit.
· Todd Barkalow hit a 400-foot homer
in the seventh for the P-.inthers while
· PAU's Don Guillot stole his 21st base in
23 attempts for the 85' season.
: Broncs 7, U of Norhtern Iowa 4
Neri Pena Wds the hero of the day when
he hit a double to help the Broncs come
back from a 4-3 deficit in the sixth inning. Kurt Schuring hap led with a double and Javier Badillo pinch-ran for him. ·
then P.J. lnglesias hit a sacrifice bunt and
was safe on a Panther error.
Pena hit the double on an 1-0 pitcher
to left center which upped the score and
gave PAU the lcud 5-4.
Tim McCormick then was safe on an
error. Tom Ogletree and Guillot walked
when Brown hit in two runs.
Earlier in the fifth. PAU came from
hehind at 4-0. when Brown's infield out
scored the first Bronc run. then Savarino
hit a two-run single.
Pitcher Bobby Middleton upped his
record to 3-1 with the Bronc victory.

Michi~an 12, Broncs 9
Maintaing their undefeated record. the
Michigan Wolverines slipped by the
Broncs Wednesday night 12-9.
The Broncs had led earlier 6-1. when
the Wolverines made up the difference in
the sixth with six runs. and five in the
seventh to clinch their fifth straight
:victory.
:;: Brown had loaded the bases with a
:.double in the second. which was follow_.i:d hy walks hy Inglcsias and Rene Soza .
.,And in the last inning tried to rally with
-:Savarino and lnglesias doubling and a
.:, ,ingle hy Schuring.
- Wayne Simmons. Soza and Guillot
., then loaded the hases with three walks.
after s<:oring three runs.
S•:olt Middaugh started on the mount
up til the sixth. hut then he walked nine
Mi,higan hatters and three reliefs came
; in for the last two innings.

Anderberg hopes to play consistently for Netters
By Vivien Benbow

Anderberg first heard of Pan Am trom
a friend and PAU golfer. Rutgers
Bloonigan. whom with a growing number of Europeans are coming to America
to study and practice their individual
sport.
Also. Jonas Olsson another netter and
current roomate invited Anderberg to
come and play tennis for the Broncs.

Sports Editor
Freshman netter Rikard Anderberg
who hails form Hollviksnas on Sweden's
southern coast. feels fortunate to be able
to study and play tennis here at Pan
American.
According to Anderberg to both study
and participate in a sport is almost impossible in Sweden . "If you want to study
you must choose college and devote all
your time to it, if you want to play tennis
or any other sport you concentrate on it
completely and usually do not attend college."

"I thought. why not'?" admitted
Anderberg. "It's great experience. I can
learn English and practice my sporttennis."

. Anderberg has played tennis from an
carty age as most Swedes do in a club
and has a close friend from his region,
Katarina Lindquist, who is ranked in the
world.

Rikard Anderberg
"I had a lot of friends that were good
in tennis but they didn't want to mess up
Anderberg was ranked #4 in his district
their studies and stayed in college,"
related Anderberg. " But I didn't have to
for 15 years olds and under and played
choose between my studies and my
against players who now play for the
- sport."
Swedish Davis cup team.
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201 S. 17TH
687-5392
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686-8409

JusTiN RopERS
FoR LAdiEs TAN & GREY
JO% OFF
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JusT ARRivEd: MEN's ANd LAdiEs' LEE JEANS
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STRETCII

20% OFF

523 South Closner
Edinburg, Texas

AT&T Long Distance.
The thinking student\ choice.
Other long distance companies are making some
pretty extraordinary savings claims. But take a closer
look-and those claims may start to disappear. Because
the savings might not apply to where you __... -·
live, where you call-or when you call.
·
Fact is, in many cases the savings
are so small, you can hardly notice them. So think carefully
·-·
before you choose.

Think about AT&T service.
Only AT&T has more than 35,000 long distance operators to help you with collect and person-to-person
calls. They can even arrange immediate credit when
you misdial.

Think about
AT&T's discounts.
They're good for state-to-state
direct dialed calls from anywhere to
anywhere. You'll save 60% off our
day rates during our weekend/night
rate period. That includes every
night from 11 p.m. till 8 a.m. -plus all
day Saturday and Sunday till 5 p.m.
And you'll save 40% Sunday through
Friday evenings from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m.

Think about AT&T's special credit.
Our AT&T Opportunity Calling"M program lets you
earn dollar-for-dollar credits toward brand-name products and services. You can earn a dollar's credit
for every dollar you spend with AT&T Long
Distance-every month your AT&T bill
is $15 or more-up to $300 in Opportunity Credits monthly.

. If you think about it,
: you'll choose AT&T~
No other long distance
company offers the combination of savings, value
· and quality you'll get
with A'l'&T-the thinking student's choice.
To confirm AT&T as
your long distance company, send in the
attached ballot. Or if you
prefer to confirm AT&T
as your long distance
company by phone (or
for more information),
call 1800 222-0300.

Think about AT&T quality. _
AT&T calls sound loud and
clear- as close as next
door. And only AT&T .
lets you call from
anywhere to anywhere-including over·
250 countries and locations
worldwide.

"I Did It!"

,

"Coming from clay-court in Sweden I
had adjust my tennis game. I had to hit
the ball earlier and faster at the net."
Anderberg feels there is great mixture
on the team. "We have players from all
over and I have improved alot on my tennis game because we learn from each
other. Our team has very high goals. one
is to be ranked in the top 20 nationally.
and everyone works hard and give 100
percent in practice each day."
For his professional career. Andergberg plans to become a successful physical therapist.

NORTH 10TH &
TAMARACK

.!.l¼uM. 9'"or- J/o-ar- Jtun/lz&<- Vaauio-a,
~

''Also. I had IO other friends leave to
American and I was the last one to leave.
I feel this is going to grow because more
and more European athletes are deciding
to study and play their sport here in
Amcricll"
When Anderberg first arrived in Edinburg last August, he said it took him a
while to adjust to the Valley's warm
climate and the hard-court playing surface.
"I came from Sweden.in August. it was
about 50 degrees and here the heat and
-humiditv was hard to get used to at first."

*Applies only to people who
have telephone service in their
name and who are being asked
to choose a long distance
company.

ELDA ELIZONDO
La Joya High School
I enro ll ed in South Texas Vo-Tech
,md now I'm on my w,1y to a real ·
c,ueer as a executive secretary. -

CLASSES BEGIN MONDAY

The more you hear the better we sound.SM

May 6
Secretarial Skills

-------------1

Choose AT&T
□ Yes,

WE OFFER A
4- DAY SCHOOL WEEK
Fin,rnci.il .-\id Av;1il.iblP
-\ppro,·t'd Qu,1liiiPci lmtructor,.

I want AT&T to provide my long distance service.
Return to: AT&T Long Distance
P.O. Box 1547, West Caldwell, NJ 07001

AREA CODE (_ _ _ _ ) TELEPHONE NUMBER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
NAME (PLEASE PRINT) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ __
SCHOOL N A M E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

M<"Allen

Weslarn

Brownsville

\l l lt.•d1tt•d h\ '<Hllhl'fll -\,,()(.

or Collt•s,:e, ~ ~t hool,
( ,•1tir1t~I ll\ tht' T,•,.1s Edm .111011 -\gt>m,

SIGNATURE---------------------

SA

□ Check here if your name, address or phone number has changed in
the past 6 months.
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AT&T
'<, l 91!5AT &T Communications

